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ON THE EXISTENCE OF CANARD SOLUTIONS
Daniel Panazzolo
Abstract
We study the existence of global canard surfaces for a wide class
of real singular perturbation problems. These surfaces deﬁne fam-
ilies of solutions which remain near the slow curve as the singular
parameter goes to zero.
1. Introduction
Let S be a one-dimensional connected real analytic manifold and
π : E → S an analytic line bundle over S. We shall say that an ana-
lytic vector ﬁeld X on E vanishes to the ﬁrst order at the zero section
if there exists an open covering {Uα} (α ∈ A) of S and a collection of
local trivializing charts
ϕα(Uα × R) ≈ π−1(Uα)
such that, on the coordinates (x, y) ∈ Uα × R,
X = yfα(x, y)
∂
∂y
,
for some analytic function fα which is non divisible by y.
= {f = 0}
E
↓
S
Figure 1. A vector ﬁeld that vanishes to the ﬁrst order
at the zero section (the dots indicate the degenerate
singularities on S).
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The zero section Γ = {y = 0} ≈ S of E is a curve of singularities for
X. These singularities are of two types:
• Normally hyperbolic singular points: points x ∈ Γ where Bx =
fα(x, 0) 	= 0, i.e. the jacobian matrix DX(x, 0) has the eigenvec-
tor (1, 0) associated to the non-zero eigenvalue Bx.
• Degenerate singularities: points x ∈ Γ where fα(x, 0) vanishes,
i.e. the jacobian matrix is zero.
The set of degenerate singularities is a discrete subset of points Deg ⊂ Γ.
We shall say that a point x ∈ Deg is degenerate of order p if, given some
open set Uα such that x ∈ Uα, the corresponding function fα has a zero
of multiplicity p at x.
Let now Xε,a be a family of analytic vector ﬁelds on E, depending
analytically on parameters ε ∈ (R+, 0) and α ∈ (Rn, 0) (where, as usual,
(Rn, 0) denotes some neighborhood of the origin in Rn). We shall say
that Xε,a is a singular perturbation of transition type on E → S if
• there are charts (Uα, ϕα) as above such that
Xε,a = ε
∂
∂x
+ Fα(x, y, ε, a)
∂
∂y
for some analytic function Fα(x, y, a, ε) and,
• X0,0 = X vanishes to the ﬁrst order at the zero section.
(This second condition being equivalent to require that Fα(x, y, 0, 0) =
yfα(x, y) for some analytic function fα, non-divisible by y.) Notice that
for ε = 0, the vector ﬁeld X0,a is vertical (i.e. everywhere tangent to the
ﬁbration {dπ = 0}).
The ﬁrst component ε ∂∂x of such familyXε,a naturally induces a global
orientation on Γ. Given two points x0, x1 on Γ, we shall write x0 < x1
to indicate that there exists a positively oriented path on Γ going from
x0 to x1 (notice that if Γ ≈ S1 we necessarily have x0 < x1 < x0).
Qualitatively speaking, there are four basic types of degenerate points
x ∈ Deg:
(a) Stable-stable transition points: for each non-degenerate singular-
ity x′ ∈ Γ in some small neighborhood of x, the nonzero eigen-
value Bx′ is strictly negative.
(b) Unstable-unstable transition points: for each non-degenerate sin-
gularity x′ ∈ Γ in some small neighborhood of x, Bx′ is strictly
positive.
(c) The unstable-stable transition points, where for each point x′ < x
(respect. x′ > x) in some suﬃciently small neighborhood of x, Bx′
is strictly positive (respect. negative).
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(d) The stable-unstable transition points, where for each point x′ < x
(respect. x′ > x) in some suﬃciently small neighborhood of x, Bx′
is strictly negative (respect. positive).
For shortness, we shall simply denote these four situations respectively
by (s, s), (u,u), (u, s) and (s,u).
We shall say that a C∞ curve on the parameter space,
[0, δ)  ρ → γ(ρ) = (ε(ρ), a(ρ)) ∈ (R+, 0)× (Rn, 0),
(for some δ > 0) is a control curve for Xε,a if
• γ(0) = 0 and
• ε(ρ) > 0 for ρ > 0.
Given such a curve, one can consider the one-parameter restriction,
Xγρ = Xε(ρ),a(ρ) of the original family, which on each trivializing chart
(Uα, ϕα) is given by
Xγρ = ε(ρ)
∂
∂x
+ Fα(x, y, ε(ρ), a(ρ))
∂
∂y
.
Such restricted family can be seen as a C∞ vector ﬁeld on the 3-dimen-
sional manifold (with boundary),
M = E × (R+, 0),
and this vector ﬁeld is everywhere tangent to the leaves of the folia-
tion F = {dρ = 0} (i.e. the function ρ is a ﬁrst integral of Xγρ ). The
condition that ε(ρ) > 0 for ρ > 0 implies that Xγρ vanishes only on the
curve
Γ = {y = ρ = 0}.
We shall say that a C0 two-dimensional submanifold W γ ⊂ M is a
canard surface for Xγρ if
• W γ is an invariant surface for Xγρ (seen as a vector ﬁeld on M);
• W γ is the graph of a function
w : (R+, 0)× S −→ E
(ρ, x) −→ w(ρ, x)
such that, for each ﬁxed ρ0 ∈ (R+, 0), w(ρ0, ·) is a continuous
section of the bundle E → S, and
w(0, x) ≡ 0.
Moreover, such function w is C∞ on M \Deg and has a C∞ blow-
up extension (see deﬁnition at the next section) at each degenerate
point x ∈ Deg.
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↓ E
ε
Figure 2. The canard surface.
The existence problem for canard surfaces can now be stated as fol-
lows:
Canard Problem: Given a singular perturbation of transition
type Xε,a on a line bundle E → S, can we ﬁnd a control curve ρ →
γ(ρ) on the parameter space such that the restricted family Xγρ
has a canard surface W γ?
The main goal of this work is to consider the local version of this
problem.
In the local formulation, we let S = Ux ⊂ (R, 0), E = Ux × R and
π : E → S be given by π(x, y) = x. Then, a singular perturbation
problem of transition type is equivalent (up to a reparameterization of
time) to a ﬁrst order singularly perturbed diﬀerential equation,
ε
dy
dx
= F (x, y, α, ε),(1)
where F (x, y, α, ε) is an analytic function on E such that
F (x, y, 0, 0) = yf(x, y),
for some f non-divisible by y. In this case, if we allow E and S to
shrink to smaller neighborhoods of the origin, we obtain the Local Canard
Problem:
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Local Canard Problem: Given a ﬁrst order singularly per-
turbed diﬀerential equation as above, can we ﬁnd a smaller neigh-
borhood of the origin U ′x ⊂ (R, 0) such that, if we let E′ = U ′x×R,
the Canard Problem has a positive answer when restricted to
E′ → S′?
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. If the family Xε,a satisﬁes the Improved Transversality
Hypothesis at x = 0 (see Section 11.2), then the Local Canard Problem
has a positive answer.
In fact, our results will provide a much more detailed answer to such
problem. We will prove that, under the hypothesis of the theorem, there
exists a non-empty region in the parameter space (so-called canard re-
gion)
O ⊂ {(ε, a) ∈ R+ × Rn | ε > 0},
which contains the origin in its closure, and such that for each C∞ control
curve γ(ρ) on the space of parameters which veriﬁes
γ((0, δ)) ⊂ O,
the restricted family Xγρ has a canard surface. Such region O will be
either (i) an open semi-analytic set or (ii) a C∞ graph over a semi-
analytic codimension one hypersurface.
Our method is mainly geometric, and combines Desingularization
Theory with the Center Manifold Theorem. Such geometric method
has been ﬁrstly used in [Du-R].
In the last section, we shall give an example which shows how our con-
struction can be used to attack the (much more diﬃcult) global canard
problem.
Previous works. We refer the reader to [Be] for an extensive bibliog-
raphy of related works.
The canard problem has a counterpart in the complex setting (take
C instead of R as the base ﬁeld and let ε ∈ (C, 0) belong to some sec-
tor V with vertex at the origin and angle less than 2π). For a precise
formulation, see [W], [C-R-S-S].
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In the complex setting, the canard surface is usually called a (lo-
cal) overstable solution. In [C-R-S-S], the authors provides a suﬃcient
condition for the existence of local overstable solutions in a generalized
setting, where E = (Ck+1, 0) and E → S is a k-dimensional vector bun-
dle over S. This suﬃcient condition is equivalent to our Transversality
Hypothesis (see Section 4).
1.1. Examples.
Most of the examples show that the extra parameters a ∈ (Rn, 0) are
necessary to guarantee the the existence of a canard surface.
Example 1.2. Consider the simple linear family
Xε = ε
∂
∂x
+ (ε+ xy)
∂
∂y
,
which can be explicitly integrated on the region {ε > 0}. For any initial
condition, say y(−1) = y0 ∈ R, we obtain the solution
y(x, ε) = e
x2
2ε
(
y0 e
−1
2ε +
∫ x
−1
e−
t2
2ε dt
)
.
Let us suppose, by absurd, that the graph of y(x, ε) deﬁnes a canard
surface. Then, it follows that there exists some neighborhood of the
origin Ux = [x0, x1] ⊂ R (for x0 < 0 < x1) and Uε = [0, ε0] ⊂ R+ such
that y(x, ε) is a continuous function on Ux × Uε; with y(x, 0) ≡ 0.
↓
↓
↓
y
x
ε
Figure 3. The graph of y(x, ε) on Example 1.2.
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In particular, if we restrict to the curve ε = x3 (for 0 ≤ x ≤ x1), the
function
h(x) := y(x, x3) = e
1
2x
(
y0 e
−1
2x3 +
∫ x
−1
e−
t2
2x3 dt
)
must be continuous at the origin. Notice that the ﬁrst term
y0 e
1
2x− 12x3
clearly goes asymptotically to zero as x→ 0. So, to get into an absurd,
it suﬃces to prove that the term
H(x) := e
1
2x
∫ x
−1
e−
t2
2x3 dt
goes to inﬁnity. If we restrict t to the interval [x3 ,
x
2 ], it follows that
−1
8x
≤ − t
2
2x3
≤ −1
18x
and so, ∫ x
−1
e−
t2
2x3 dt ≥
∫ x/2
x/3
e
−1
8x dt =
1
6
x e
−1
8x .
Substituting back into the expression of H(x), we obtain
H(x) ≥ e 12x
(
1
6
x e
−1
8x
)
which clearly implies that H(x) →∞ as x→ 0.
This example illustrates a typical stable-unstable transition. Namely,
for each x < 0 (respect. x > 0) in Γ, the non-zero eigenvalue of DXx is
strictly negative (respect. strictly positive).
Intuitively, all solutions y(x) with an initial condition at the stable
part of Γ are initially attracted very rapidly to Γ and stays very near
such curve until x crosses to the unstable part x > 0. At this point, y(x)
is immediately repelled.
Notice however that the existence of a canard surface is not guaran-
teed, even if we suppose that each non-degenerate singular point x ∈
Γ \Deg has an strictly negative eigenvalue in the hyperbolic direction.
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y
x
ρ
Figure 4. The graph of y = h(x, ρ) on Example 1.3.
Example 1.3. Consider the family
Xε,a,b = ε
∂
∂x
+ (a+ (b− x2)y) ∂
∂y
.
For {ε = a = b = 0}, the line of singularities Γ = {y = 0} presents a
stable-stable transition, with a degenerate singularity at x = 0.
Let is suppose that one chooses two curves γ1, γ2 on the parameter
space, given by
(ε, a, b) = γ1(ρ) = (ρ, 0, 0) and (ε, a, b) = γ2(ρ) = (ρ4, ρ5, ρ2).
Then, we claim that the restricted family Xγ1ρ has a canard surface, while
Xγ2ρ does not. For γ1, this is obvious, since
Xγ1ρ = ρ
∂
∂x
− x2y ∂
∂y
has W = {y = 0} as an invariant surface. For γ2, the restricted family
is given by
Xγ2ρ = ρ
4 ∂
∂x
+ (ρ5 + (ρ4 − x2)y) ∂
∂y
.
Let us suppose by contradiction that there exists a canard surface for
such family. Then, it can be deﬁned as the graph of a continuous func-
tion y = h(x, ρ). Let us see that such function can not be continuous
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at the origin. More precisely, let us see that if we restrict h to the
line {x = ρ} then h(ρ, ρ) →∞ as ρ→ 0.
Restricting to the region ρ > 0, h is the solution of the equation
ρ5
∂h
∂x
= ρ4
∂
∂x
+ (ρ5 + (ρ4 − x2)h)
with an initial condition h(−x0, ρ) = y0 (for some suﬃciently small x0 >
0). Explicitly, the solution is given by the analytic function
h(x, ρ) :=
∫ x
−x0
ρ e
(
u(−ρ2+1/3u2)
ρ4
)
du+
y0
e
(− x0(3 ρ
2−x2
0
)
3ρ4
)
 e( x(ρ2−1/3 x2)ρ4 )(2)
and, restricting to the line x = ρ,
h(ρ, ρ) :=
∫ ρ
−x0
ρ e
(
u(−ρ2+1/3u2)
ρ4
)
du+
y0
e
(− x0(3 ρ
2−x2
0
)
3ρ4
)
 e( 23ρ ).(3)
Since the second term in the above sum goes to zero as ρ→ 0, to prove
that h(ρ, ρ) goes to inﬁnity it suﬃces to study the integral
I(ρ) :=
∫ ρ
−x0
ρ e
(
u(−ρ2+1/3u2)
ρ4
)
du.(4)
If we restrict u to the interval [−ρ,−ρ/2], then
u(−ρ2 + 1/3u2)
ρ4
≥ 11
24ρ
and therefore,
I(ρ) ≥
∫ −ρ/2
−ρ
ρ e(
11
24ρ ) du =
ρ2
2
e(
11
24ρ )(5)
which proves that I(ρ) →∞ as ρ→ 0.
1.2. Outline of the paper.
In the next section, we deﬁne some important classes of diﬀerentiable
functions. In particular, these classes will contain all functions whose
graph deﬁnes local center manifolds and canard surfaces.
In Section 3 we show how to deﬁne a smooth dynamical center man-
ifold locally at a non-degenerate point x ∈ Γ. This manifold is uniquely
determined by a function (the initial condition function).
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In Section 4 we state the Transversality Hypothesis and describes the
blowing-up transformation, which will be a fundamental tool to study
the existence of canard surfaces near degenerate points x ∈ Deg. The
blowing-up transformation can be seen as a geometric reinterpretation
of the rescaling transformation, a classical tool in the study of singular
perturbation problems.
In Section 5 we describe how to deﬁne smooth dynamical center man-
ifolds at the new non-degenerate singularities which will appear after the
blowing-up transformation.
Section 6 describes how to match together the center manifolds which
are described on the previous section. This matching is possible only
over certain regions, and (wherever possible) deﬁnes global invariant
surfaces over the exceptional divisor (i.e. counter-image of the degenerate
point x ∈ Deg under blowing-up).
In Sections 7 and 8 we try to estimate the region where it is possible to
perform the matching. This involves a detailed study of the asymptotic
behavior of a certain family of Riccati diﬀerential equations.
Section 9 describes the blowing-down of the invariant manifold which
are constructed in Section 6. We prove that these invariant manifolds can
also be matched to the dynamical center manifolds which are described
in Section 5.
Section 10 uses all the previous results to prove four theorems about
the existence of invariant surfaces for singular perturbation families
which satisfy the Transversality Hypothesis.
In Section 11 we show that the results of Section 10 remain valid
under weaker transversality hypothesis.
Finally, the last section brieﬂy presents two examples of the kind of
study which can be made with the results presented in this work.
2. Some special classes of functions
Given an open subset U ⊂ Rn, we shall denote by Ck(U) the R-alge-
bra of k-times continuously diﬀerentiable functions on U . If M ⊂ Rn is
a closed subset, we shall denote by Ck(M) the class of Ck functions on
M in the sense of Whitney (see, e.g. [Wh], [Bi]).
Given a f ∈ Ck(U), we shall say that f has a Ck extension to U (the
closure of U) if f and all its partial derivatives up to order k can be
continuously extended to U , in such a way that f ∈ Ck(U).
For the corresponding local notion, we shall say that f ∈ Ck(U) has
a Ck extension at a point x ∈ U if there exists a neighborhood V ⊂ Rn
of x such that f ∈ Ck(U ∩ V ).
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2.1. Blow-up extension of Ck functions.
Let U be an open subset in Rn, and let
(x, y) = (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn−m)
be coordinates on Rn. Given a function f ∈ Ck(U), we shall say that
f has a blow-up Ck extension at {x = 0} if there exist positive natural
numbers
α1, . . . , αm ∈ N \ {0}
such that if we consider the blowing-up map
φ : Sm−1 × R+ × Rn−m −→ Rn
(x¯, τ, y) −→ (τα1 x¯1, . . . , ταn x¯n, y),(6)
then the function F : U → R, with domain U = φ−1(U), which is deﬁned
by
F (x¯, τ, y) = f ◦ φ(x¯, τ, y)
has a Ck extension to U .
Example 2.1. The function f(x1, x2) =
√
x21 + x
2
2 is C
∞ on R2 \ {0}.
If we consider the blowing-up
(x¯1, x¯2, τ)
φ−→ (x1, x2) = (τ x¯1, τ x¯2)
the function F := f ◦ φ is deﬁned on the domain {τ > 0} by
F (x¯, τ) =
√
(τ x¯1)2 + (τ x¯2)2 = τ.
Since F clearly has C∞ extension to {τ = 0}, f has a blow-up C∞
extension to the origin.
For such class of functions, we have the following result:
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f ∈ Ck(U) has a blow-up Ck extension to
{x = 0}, and let γ : [0, δ) → Rn be a C∞ curve (for some δ > 0) such
that
γ((0, δ)) ⊂ U \ {x = 0}.
Then, there exists a natural number p ∈ N \ {0} such that the function
f(ω) := f ◦ γ(ωp), for ω ∈ [0, δ1/p)
belongs to Ck([0, δ1/p)).
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Proof: It suﬃces to consider the blowing-up of γ under the map φ. Since
γ((0, δ)) ⊂ U \ {x = 0}, it is easy to prove that there exists a blowing-up
on R+,
ϕ : R+  ω −→ ωp ∈ R+
and a unique C∞ curve
γ˜ : [0, δ1/p) → Sm−1 × R+ × Rn−m
such that, γ ◦ ϕ(ω) = φ ◦ γ˜(ω). Thus, by the deﬁnition of F ,
f ◦ γ(ωp) = F ◦ γ˜(ω).
But since F has a Ck extension to U , F ◦ γ˜ has a Ck extension to ω = 0.
This proves the lemma.
Remark 2.3. If we write the curve γ in the form
γ(ρ) =
{
xi = ciρui + h.o.t
yj = djρvj + h.o.t
where ci, dj 	= 0,
the constant p on the above lemma can be chosen as follows: If there
exists one ui = 0, then let p := 1. Otherwise, choose an index 1 ≤ i ≤ m
such that uiαi = min{ u1α1 , . . . , unαn }, and let p := αi.
2.2. ∞-ﬂat functions.
Let U be an open subset of Rn. Given a f ∈ Ck(U), we shall say that
f in inﬁnitely ﬂat (or, shortly, ∞-ﬂat) at the origin if for each compact
subset K ⊂ Rn such that
K \ {0} ⊂ U,(7)
and for each n ∈ N, there exists a constant C = C(K,n) > 0 such that
|f(x)| ≤ C‖x‖n, for x ∈ K,
(where we deﬁne f(0) = 0). We shall denote by Ckﬂat(U, 0) the R-subal-
gebra formed by all such functions.
Remark 2.4. Of course, if {0} 	∈ U , the space Ckﬂat(U, 0) simply coincides
with Ck(U).
Example 2.5. (i) The function f(x) = exp(−1/‖x‖α) is a C∞ func-
tion on U = Rn \ {0}, which is ∞-ﬂat at the origin, for any con-
stant α ∈ R+ \ {0}.
(ii) The function f(x) = |y| exp(−1/x) is a C0 (but not C1!) function
on R2 ∩ {x > 0} which is ∞-ﬂat at the origin.
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Let us generalize the above deﬁnition as follows: Given a closed sub-
set M on Rn, we shall say that a function f ∈ Ck(U) is ∞-ﬂat at M (or
shortly, f ∈ Ckﬂat(U,M)) if for each compact subset K ⊂ Rn such that
K \M ⊂ U,(8)
and each n ∈ N there exists a constant C = C(K,n) such that
|f(x)| ≤ C d(x,M ∩K)n, for x ∈ K,
where d(x,K∩M) is the distance between x and the compact set K∩M .
Example 2.6. Let F ∈ Ck(R) be any Ck function. Then, the func-
tion f(x1, x2) = F (x1) exp(−1/‖x2‖) belongs to Ckﬂat(U, {x2 = 0}),
where U = R2 \ {x2 = 0}.
More generally, suppose given a function f̂ ∈ C∞(M). Then, the
Whitney’s Extension Theorem (see, e.g. [Bi]) implies that there exists
an extension map
E : C∞(M) −→ C∞(Rn)
such that if f = E(̂f), then the Taylor expansion of f at each point p ∈M
coincides with f̂.
We shall say that a function f is inﬁnitely ﬂat to f̂ (notation: f ∈
Ckﬂat(U,M, f̂)) if
(f − f) ∈ Ckﬂat(U,M).
Remark 2.7. Notice that if the compact set K is chosen according to (8),
we can continuously extend all partial derivatives of f to the set K ∩M
by deﬁning
Dαf(x) := Dα f̂(x), for each x ∈ K ∩M.
However, this do not necessarily imply that f ∈ Ck(K). The following
counter-example is taken from [Bi]: Let U be the complement of the
closed subset of R2 deﬁned by 0 ≤ x2 ≤ e−1/x21 , x1 ≥ 0. Let f ∈ C∞(U)
be deﬁned by f(x1, x2) = e−1/x
2
1 if x1 > 0, x2 > e−1/x
2
1 , and f(x1, x2) =
0 otherwise. Then, f ∈ C∞ﬂat(U, 0) but f 	∈ C∞(U). Indeed, if this were
true, the Whitney Extension Theorem would imply that f extends as a
C∞ function to all R2. But this is impossible since,
f(x1, e−1/x
2
1)− f(x1, 0)
e−1/x21 − 0 = 1
for x1 > 0.
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The reason for this phenomenon is that set V is not regularly situated
(see [Bi], [Wh]). However, this cannot happen if we restrict to the
particular class of subanalytic sets:
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that K ⊂ Rn is a closed subanalytic set such that
K \M is contained in U . Then, a function f ∈ C∞ﬂat(U,M, f̂) necessarily
belongs to C∞(K).
Proof: A closed subanalytic set is always regularly situated ([Bi, The-
orem 6.17]). Thus, the result is a direct consequence of [Bi, Proposi-
tion 2.16].
2.3. Blowing-down of ∞-ﬂat functions.
In the next sections, we will need the following easy result concerning
the blowing-down of ∞-ﬂat functions.
Lemma 2.9. Consider a blowing-up map
Φ: Sn−1 × R+ −→ Rn
((x¯1, . . . , x¯n), τ) −→ x = (τα1 x¯1, . . . , ταn x¯n),
with weights (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn \ {0}. Let
U ⊂ {(x¯, τ) ∈ Sn−1 × R+ | τ > 0}
be an open subset and F ∈ Ck(U) be an arbitrary function on U . Since
Φ is a diﬀeomorphism outside the exceptional divisor D := {τ = 0}, we
can deﬁne
F(x) := F ◦ Φ−1(x),
which is a Ck function on U := Φ(U) ⊂ Rn. We aﬃrm that
F ∈ C∞ﬂat(U, {τ = 0}) if and only if F ∈ C∞ﬂat(U , 0).
Proof: Suppose that F ∈ C∞ﬂat(U, {τ = 0}). By deﬁnition, for each
compact subset K ⊂ Sn−1 × R+ such that K \D ⊂ U , and each n ∈ N,
there exists a constant C(K,n) > 0 such that
|F (x¯, τ)| ≤ C(K,n) |τ |n.
Let now K ⊂ Rn be a compact subset such that K\{0} ⊂ U . Then, there
exists a compact subset K ⊂ Sn−1 × R+ as in the previous paragraph
such that
K = Φ(K).
If a point x ∈ K is suﬃciently near 0, it can be written in the form x =
Φ(x¯, τ), for some 0 ≤ τ < 1, and so
‖x‖ = ‖ταx¯‖ ≥ |τ |a
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where a = max{α1, . . . , αn}. By compactness, there exists a constant
g(K) > 0 (depending only on K) such that ‖x‖ ≥ g(K)|τ |a, for any
point x ∈ K.
Therefore, given any m ∈ N, if we deﬁne the constant
C(K,m) := g(K)−maC(K,ma),
it is immediate to see that
|F(x)| = |F (x¯, τ)| ≤ C(K,ma)|τ |ma ≤ C(K,m)‖x‖m,
and so, F ∈ C∞ﬂat(U , 0).
The converse is proved in an analogous way.
3. Center manifolds at non-degenerate points
Let (x, y, ε,A) be coordinates in the open subset
U = Ux × Uy × Uε × UA,
where Ux ⊂ R is an open connected set, Uy = R, UA ∈ (Rn, 0) and
Uε ∈ (R+, 0) (here, as usual, we denote by (Rk, 0) the set of all open
neighborhoods of the origin in Rk). Let X be an analytic vector ﬁeld on
U , which has the form
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ f(x, y, ε,A) ∂
∂y
,
for some function f ∈ Cω(U) such that
• f(x, 0, 0, 0) ≡ 0, and
• Bx = ∂f∂y (x, 0, 0, 0) is such that |Bx| > δ > 0,
for some positive constant δ > 0 and all x ∈ Ux. In the dynamical
systems terminology, this is equivalent to say that the closed connected
submanifold
Γ = {y = ε = A = 0} ≈ Ux
is a normally hyperbolic curve of singularities of X. Notice that since Γ
is connected, Bx has a constant sign for all x ∈ Γ.
As a consequence of the Center Manifold Theorem (see e.g. [C-L-W]),
we have the following result.
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Proposition 3.1. Let x ∈ Γ be an arbitrary point. Then, for each
k ∈ N, there exists a neighborhood Vx,ε,A = Vx×Vε×VA of x in Ux,ε,A =
U ∩ {y = 0}, and a Ck function
w : Vx,ε,A −→ Uy
(x, ε,A) −→ y = w(x, ε,A)
deﬁned on Vx,ε,A, such that w(x, 0, 0) = 0 and
W = graph{y = w(x, ε,A)}
is an invariant manifold for X.
Such W is called a local center manifold at x. As it is well-known, this
local center manifold in not unique in general, and moreover the neigh-
borhood V may shrink to the point x as the degree of diﬀerentiability k
goes to inﬁnity.
In the rest of this section, our goal will be to show that the family X
has a particular class of C∞ center manifolds, which are dynamically
deﬁned by the ﬂow of X.
Before deﬁning such manifolds, let us turn ourselves to the issue of
formal expansion:
Lemma 3.2. Possibly restricting UA ∈ (Rn, 0) to some smaller neigh-
borhood of the origin, there exists an unique formal series
Ŵ (x, ε,A) =
∞∑
i=0
wi(x,A) εi
deﬁned by a collection of analytic functions wi(x,A) ∈ Cω(Ux × UA),
such that for each point x ∈ Γ, and each local Ck center manifold W =
graph{y = w(x, ε,A)} deﬁned in some neighborhood U0 of x, we have
w ∈ Ckﬂat(U0, {ε = 0}, Ŵ ).
Proof: It is well-known that all local center manifolds at a point x in Γ
have the same Taylor expansion. Hence, it suﬃces to prove that such
Taylor expansion is deﬁned by the localization of the series Ŵ at x.
The hypothesis |∂f∂x (x, 0, 0, 0)| > δ > 0 implies that the set of singu-
larities of the vector ﬁeld X,
Z(X) := {(x, y,A, ε) | X(x, y,A, ε) = 0}
is a smooth codimension 2 submanifold near Γ. Indeed, there exists an
open connected neighborhood U0A ⊂ UA of {A = 0} such that
∂f
∂y
(x, 0, 0,A) 	= 0, for x ∈ Ux, A ∈ U0A.
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Thus, by the Implicit Function Theorem, there exists a unique analytic
function w0(x,A) deﬁned on Ux × U0A such that w0(x, 0) ≡ 0 and, if we
restrict the domain of X to Ux × Uy × Uε × U0A,
Z(X) = {(x, y,A, ε) | ε = 0, y = w0(x,A)}.
Let us make the analytic change of coordinates
y = y′ − w0(x,A).
Then, if we write the new expression for X in these new coordinates
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ f ′(x, y, ε,A) ∂
∂y′
we necessarily obtain
f ′(x, 0, 0,A) ≡ 0 and
∣∣∣∣∂f ′∂y′ (x, 0, 0,A)
∣∣∣∣ > δ > 0,(9)
for all (x,A) ∈ Ux × U0A.
Dropping again the primes, let us prove that (in these new coordi-
nates) there exists a unique formal series of the form
M̂(x, ε,A) =
∞∑
i=1
wi(x,A) εi
where wi ∈ Cω(Ux×U0A), such that the vector ﬁeld X, seen as a deriva-
tion on the space of formal series, maps the series
K̂(x, y, ε,A) := y − M̂(x, ε,A)
into another series X(K̂) which is divisible by K̂. Once this is proved,
the series on the enunciate of the lemma will be simply given by Ŵ :=
w0 + M̂ .
To say that X(K̂) is divisible by K̂ is equivalent to say that
X(K̂)(x, y, ε,A)|
y=M̂(x,ε,A) ≡ 0.(10)
If we write f(x, y, ε,A) = ∑∞i=0 fi(x, ε,A) yi, the equation (10) gives
ε
∂
∂x
M̂ = f0(x, ε,A) + M̂ · (f1(x, ε,A) +O(M̂)).
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Expanding both sides in powers of ε, and writing
fi(x, ε,A) =
∞∑
j=1
fi,j(x,A) εj ,
we notice that f0,0(x,A) ≡ 0 by (9). Thus, the ﬁrst term w1 in the
series M̂ must satisfy
0 = f0,1(x,A) + w1 · f1,0(x,A).(11)
As f1,0(x,A) = ∂f∂y (x, 0, 0,A) > 0, we can deﬁne w1 = − f0,1f1,0 .
Similarly, we prove that each coeﬃcient wi can be determined recur-
sively from fj and wj , for 0 ≤ j < i by applying successively the Implicit
Function Theorem. This proves the result.
We shall say that Ŵ deﬁnes the formal center manifold over Γ.
Remark 3.3. Given an arbitrary closed set M which is contained in Ux×
UA, it is clear that Ŵ (x, ε,A) uniquely deﬁnes an element of C∞({ε =
0} ×M) (in the sense of Whitney).
For each point x′ ∈ Γ, we deﬁne
Ŵx′ = Ŵ (x′, ε,A) =
∞∑
i=0
wi(x′,A) εi
to be the restriction of the formal center manifold to {x = x′}. We shall
say that a C∞ function i(ε,A) deﬁned on some open subset
V ⊂ (Uε ∩ {ε > 0})× UA
is an initial condition function for X at x′ if
i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx′)
(that is, i is ∞-ﬂat to the formal series Ŵx′ at {ε = 0}).
Given two distinct points x0, x1 ∈ Γ, let us deﬁne Γx0,x1 to be the
segment of Γ lying between these points. Thus,
Γx0,x1 = {x′ ∈ Γ | x0 ≤ x′ ≤ x1} if x1 > x0
Γx0,x1 = {x′ ∈ Γ | x1 ≤ x′ ≤ x0} if x1 < x0.
The next result shows that an initial condition function uniquely deﬁnes
a C∞ invariant manifold.
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Proposition 3.4. Let x0 ∈ Γ, and let i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0) be an
arbitrary initial condition function for X at x0. Assume that Bx0 < 0.
Then, for all x1 > x0, there exists a neighborhood N ⊂ Uε,A of the
origin {ε = A = 0}, such that if we consider the restriction of i to the
set
O := V ∩N
there exists an unique C∞ function w(x, ε,A) deﬁned on Γx0,x1×O such
that
(i) w(x0, ε,A) = i(ε,A),
(ii) w ∈ C∞ﬂat(Γx0,x1 ×O, {ε = 0}, Ŵ ), and
(iii) W = graph{y = w(x, ε,A)} is an invariant manifold.
Proof: First of all, let us prove that prove that w is C∞ on the do-
main Γx0,x1 ×O.
Outside the set {ε = 0}, the vector ﬁeld X is non-singular, and equiv-
alent to the ﬁrst order diﬀerential equation
dy
dx
=
f(x, y, ε,A)
ε
.
We consider the initial value problem associated to such equation, with
initial condition
yε,A(x0) = i(ε,A)
at x0. For (ε,A) ∈ V (and so, ε 	= 0), this initial condition uniquely
deﬁnes a C∞ solution yε,A(x), over some maximal domain x ∈ [x0, α),
where α ⊂ Ux may depend on ε and A. Let us prove the following:
Claim. There exists an open neighborhood of the origin N ⊂ Uε,A such
that α > x1 for each initial condition (ε,A) ∈ O := V ∩N .
The condition Bx < 0 implies that each orbit of X for (ε,A) = 0 goes
asymptotically to Γ as t → ∞. Indeed, the Stable Manifold Theorem
assures that there exists an exponential contraction in the hyperbolic
direction. Locally at a point x ∈ Γ, this contraction of order eBx . If
we restrict to the compact segment Γx0,x1 , there exists a constant k > 0
such that
Bx < −k < 0
for each x ∈ Γx0,x1 . Therefore, since the contraction is uniform over this
segment and the hypothesis i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0) implies that
lim
(ε,A)→0
i(ε,A) = 0,
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there exists a neighborhood N of (ε,A) = (0, 0) such that each orbit of
X starting at a point (x, y) = (x0, i(ε,A)) with (ε,A) ∈ V ∩N will cross
the section {x = x1}.
Therefore, if we deﬁne w(x, ε,A) = yε,A(x), it is immediate to see
that
• w ∈ C∞(Γx0,x1 ×O),
• w|x=x0 = i, and
• W = graph{y − w(x, ε,A)} is an invariant manifold.
So, it remains to prove that w is ∞-ﬂat to Ŵ on {ε = 0}.
Using Lemma 3.2 it suﬃces to prove that, given a point x ∈ Γx0,x1
and an arbitrary local Ck center manifold W ′ = graph{y − f ′(x, ε,A)}
at x, the function w′ = w − f ′ belongs to Ckﬂat(U ′, {ε = 0}).
Consider ﬁrst the point x = x0. From Corollary 13.2, there exist local
coordinates (x′, y′, ε′,A′) deﬁned in a neighborhood U ′ of x such that
W ′ = {y′ = 0} and X is Ck-equivalent to
Y = ε′
∂
∂x′
− y′ ∂
∂y′
.
On these coordinates, the initial condition function assumes the form
y′0 = i
′(ε′,A′)
where i′ ∈ Ckﬂat(U ′, {ε = 0}). The explicit solution of Y from the initial
point (x, y) = (0, y′0) is given by{
x′(t) = ε′t,
y′(t) = i′(ε′,A′) e−t.
Putting t as a function of x′ in the ﬁrst equation, we can write w′ as
w′(x′, ε′,A′) =
{
i′(ε′,A′), for x = 0
i′(ε′,A′) e− x
′
ε′ , for x > 0.
The function g(x′, ε′) = e−
x′
ε′ is uniformly limited on the region {(ε′, x′) |
ε′ ≥ 0, x′ ≥ 0}. Similarly, all its partial derivatives are uniformly limited
by ∣∣∣∣ ∂s1+s2g∂s1x′∂s2ε′
∣∣∣∣ ≤ cε′s2 ,
for some constant c depending on s1 and s2. Thus, since
i′ ∈ Ckﬂat(U ′, {ε = 0}),
it is easy to see that w′ is a Ck function, ∞-ﬂat on {ε′ = 0}. The
reasoning on the other points x ∈ Γx0,x1 is similar.
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By reversing the sense of the ﬂow, we clearly have an analogous result
in the case where Bx0 > 0.
Corollary 3.5. Let x0 and i be as in the above enunciate, and assume
that Bx0 < 0. Then, for all x1 < x0, there exists a neighborhood N ⊂
Uε,A of the origin such that if we deﬁne
O := V ∩N,
there exists an unique C∞ function w(x, ε,A) deﬁned on Γx0,x1×O such
that the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) of the proposition holds.
y
B < 0 B > 0
i Γ x
W
y
i
Γx
W
(ε,A) (ε,A)
Figure 5. Dynamical center manifolds deﬁned on Pro-
position 3.4 and its corollary.
Remark 3.6. Of course, although the function w(x, ε,A) is independent
of the endpoint x1, its domain of deﬁnition O may shrink to zero as x1
approaches the boundary of Ux. Clearly, if x′1 lies between x0 and x1,
we can choose a corresponding domain O′ which contains O.
Let us write Γ˜ = Γx0,x1 . Then, the domain O = OΓ˜ ⊂ Uε,A de-
ﬁned on the above proposition will be called canard region associated
to the segment Γ˜. The invariant manifold W
Γ˜
deﬁned on item (iii) of
Proposition 3.4 will be called a dynamical center manifold over Γ˜.
4. Degenerate points with transversality hypothesis
Let us again consider (x, y, ε,A) as coordinates on an open subset U =
Ux × Uy × Uε × UA. Let
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ F (x, y, ε,A) ∂
∂y
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be an analytic vector ﬁeld on U , such that if we expand F in powers of
y,
F (x, y, ε,A) = F0(x, ε,A) + yF1(x, ε,A) + y2Q(x, y, ε,A)
the following conditions are veriﬁed
• F0(x, 0, 0) ≡ 0,
• F1(0, 0, 0) = 0
• F1(x, 0, 0) 	= 0 for any x ∈ Ux \ {0}.
The ﬁrst condition implies that
Γ = {y = ε = A = 0} ≈ Ux
is a curve of singularities. The second and third hypothesis implies that
x = 0 is the only a degenerate singularity (not semi-hyperbolic) at Γ. Let
µ(X) ≥ 1 denotes the multiplicity of the function F1(x, 0, 0) at x = 0.
We shall say that µ(X) is the multiplicity of the degenerate singularity
at x = 0. For future reference, we deﬁne the constants
B0 = 1
p!
∂pF1
∂xp
(0, 0, 0) and Q0 = Q(0, 0, 0)(12)
where p = µ(X) (notice that B0 	= 0).
In order to establish conditions for the existence of a local invariant
surface it is essential look on how the functions F0 and F1 unfold as A
and ε varies. Let
F0(x, a, ε) =
∞∑
i=0
Ai(ε,A)xi
be the Taylor expansion of F0 in terms of the x-variable. Under the above
hypothesis, we have Ai(0, 0) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. The function F1(x, ε,A)
can also be expanded as
F1(x, ε,A) =
p−1∑
i=0
Bi(ε,A)xi + xpB(x, ε,A)
where Bi(0, 0) = 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 and B(0, 0, 0) = B0 	= 0.
Let us now state the following hypothesis:
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Transversality Hypothesis: Suppose that n ≥ 3p, and that,
up to an analytic change of coordinates of the form
(ε,A) = (ε,Ψ(ε,A)),
(with Ψ(0, 0) = 0) we can write
A = (a0, . . . , a2p−1, b0, . . . , bp−1,Ar) ∈ (Rn, 0),
where
Ai(ε,A) = ai, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
Bj(ε,A) = bj , for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
If a family X satisﬁes this hypothesis, we shall say that it is a transversal
family (unfolding Γ).
The parameters A = (a, b,Ar) will be called adapted parameters, and
Ar ∈ (Rn−3p, 0) will be called the inessential parameter of the family.
Remark 4.1. Clearly, the Transversality Hypothesis is equivalent to re-
quire that the jacobian matrix
∂(A0, . . . , A2p−1, B0, . . . , Bp−1)
∂(A0, . . . ,An)
is non-vanishing at the origin.
4.1. The Blowing-up map.
On the next four subsections, we suppose that X is a transversal
unfolding of Γ (i.e. satisﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis), and let A =
(a, b,Ar) be adapted parameters.
In order to study the existence of invariant surfaces over Γ, the essen-
tial step is desingularize the degenerate singularity at x = 0. For this,
we make a quasi-homogeneous blowing-up of the submanifold N = {x =
y = a = b = ε = 0}. This is deﬁned by an analytic map
Φ: R+ × S3p+2 × Rn−3p −→ R2 × R× R3p × Rn−3p(13)
(τ, (x¯, y¯, ε¯, a¯, b¯),Ar) −→ ((x, y), ε, a, b,Ar)(14)
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which is given by
Φ =

x = τ x¯
y = τpy¯
ai = τ2p−ia¯i for i = 0, . . . , 2p− 1
bj = τp−j b¯j for j = 0, . . . , p− 1
ε = τp+1ε¯
Ar = Ar.
(15)
Let us study the pull-back of X under this transformation. Looking at
X as a vector ﬁeld on the total space U = Ux × Uy × Uε × UA which
vanishes identically on N , it can be proved that there exists an unique
analytic vector ﬁeld X deﬁned on
U = Φ−1(U) ∈ (R+, 0)× S3p+2 × (Rn−3p, 0)
such that X does not vanishes identically on the exceptional divisor
D = Φ−1(N) = {τ = 0} ∩ U,
and such that Φ∗(X) is Cω-equivalent to X on U \ N (recall that two
vector ﬁelds Y1, Y2 are Ck-equivalent if there exists a strictly positive Ck
function f such that Y1 = f Y2). Indeed, X is given explicitly by
X = (τ−ρ) X ◦ Φ
for a suitable integer ρ ∈ N.
As we mentioned above, we can look at X as vector ﬁeld on U such
that the coordinate functions ai (for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p−1), bj (for 0 ≤ i ≤ p−1),
Ar and ε are ﬁrst integrals, i.e. if we look at X as a derivation on the
module of diﬀerentiable functions on U , then
X(ai) ≡ X(bj) ≡ X(ε) ≡ X(Ar) ≡ 0.
Therefore, if we deﬁne g¯ = ε ◦ Φ, f¯i = ai ◦ Φ and g¯j = bj ◦ Φ, it is clear
that g, fi and gj are ﬁrst integrals of the new vector ﬁeld X, because
X(g¯) = (τ−ρ) (X ◦ Φ)(ε ◦ Φ) = (τ−ρ) (X(ε)) ◦ Φ ≡ 0,
and similarly for all fi and hj .
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This means that the vector ﬁeld X is tangent to level sets of the n+1
analytic functions on U given by
g¯ = τp+1ε¯
f¯i = τ2p−ia¯i for i = 0, . . . , 2p− 1
h¯j = τγi b¯j for j = 0, . . . , p− 1, and
Ar.
In particular, notice that the exceptional divisor D = {τ = 0} is an in-
variant manifold for X (i.e. for each point P ∈ D, we have X(P ) ∈ TPD).
Indeed, this is equivalent to say (looking again to X as a derivation) that
X(τ) = τ ·H(16)
for some analytic function H. To see this, it suﬃces to consider one of
the ﬁrst integrals given above, say g¯, and expand
0 ≡ X(g¯) = (p+ 1)τpε¯ X(τ) + τp+1X(ε¯)
which gives the identity ε¯X(τ) = − 1p+1τX(ε¯). As ε¯ is not divisible by
τ , this clearly implies (16).
More precisely, it is easy to see that each slice of the exceptional
divisor, which is obtained by ﬁxing the inessential parameters Ar,
DA0r = D ∩ {Ar = A0r}, for some ﬁxed A0r ∈ (Rn−3p, 0)
is an invariant submanifold.
The blowing-up map is a diﬀeomorphism from U \D onto U \N . So,
the leaves of the two-dimensional foliation F = {dA = dε = 0}, when
restricted to U \N , are mapped diﬀeomorphically onto two-dimensional
submanifolds on U \ D, which correspond to regular leaves of the pull-
backed foliation
F = {df¯ = dg¯ = dh¯ = dAr = 0}.
This foliation extends to the exceptional divisor D, in a way that we
shall describe more precisely below, using the projective charts.
4.2. The ε¯-chart and the Riccati family.
Consider the open subset of U given by Uε¯ = {ε¯ > 0}. Then, there
exists a diﬀeomorphism
ϕε¯ : Uε¯ −→ (R+, 0)× R3p+2 × (Rn−3p, 0)
(τ, (x¯, y¯, ε¯, a¯, b¯),Ar) −→ (ε˜, (x˜, y˜, A,B),Ar)
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which maps D∩Uε¯ onto D˜ = {ε˜ = 0} ≈ R3p+2 × (Rn−3p, 0), and is such
that the composed map Φ̂ε¯ = Φ ◦ ϕε¯ takes the form
Φ̂ε¯ =

x = ε˜x˜
y = ε˜py˜
ai = ε˜2p−iAi for i = 0, . . . , 2p− 1
bj = ε˜p−jBj for j = p, . . . , p− 1
ε = ε˜p+1
Ar = Ar.
(17)
Indeed, it is easy to compute the expression of ϕε¯. It is given by
ε˜ = τ · ε¯1/p+1, x˜ = 1
ε˜1/p+1
x¯, . . . , Aj =
1
ε˜2p−j/p+1
a¯i, . . .
We shall say that the coordinates (x˜, y˜, ε˜, A,B,Ar) given by such map
are the ε¯-projective chart of the blowing-up.
The main advantage of such coordinates is that the foliation F¯ be-
comes rectiﬁed. More precisely, we claim that, in these coordinates, F is
a regular two-dimensional foliation deﬁned by
F = {dε˜ = dA˜ = 0},(18)
where A˜ = (A,B,Ar). Indeed, the pull-back of F under Φ̂ε¯ is a foliation
which satisﬁes the system of Pfaﬃan equations
0 = d(ε˜p+1)
0 = d(ε˜2p−iAi) = (2p− i)ε˜2p−i−1Ai d(ε˜) + ε˜2p−id(Ai), 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1
0 = d(ε˜p−jBj) = γj ε˜p−j−1Bjd(ε˜) + ε˜p−jd(Bj), 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1
0 = dAr,
which is easily seen to be equivalent to (18).
Therefore, in the domain Uε¯, the foliation F extends in a regular
way to the exceptional divisor D. Moreover, from the fact that X is
everywhere tangent to the foliation F , we conclude that the restriction
of X to Uε¯ has again the structure of an analytic family, with phase
space (x˜, y˜) and parameters (ε˜, A,B,Ar).
We can explicitly compute the expression X in such coordinates. To
simplify our notation, let us drop the tildes, and denote the coordinates
on the ε¯-projective chart simply by (x, y,A, ε). Then, from the expres-
sion of Φ̂ε¯ given above, easy computations give
X =
∂
∂x
+ F˜ (x, y,A, ε) ∂
∂y
(19)
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where F˜ (x, y,A, ε) = F˜0(x,A, ε) + yF˜1(x,A, ε) + y2Q˜(x, y,A, ε) is such
that,
F˜0(x,A, ε) =
2p−1∑
i=0
Aix
i +O(ε)(20)
F˜1(x,A, ε) =
p−1∑
j=0
Bjx
j + B(Ar)xp +O(ε)(21)
Q˜(x, y,A, ε) = Q(Ar)y2 +O(ε)(22)
where B(Ar) and Q(Ar) are analytic functions such that
B(0) = B0 and Q(0) = Q0(23)
are the constants given in (12). The symbol O(ε) denote analytic func-
tions which are divisible by ε.
Thus, X restricted to Uε¯ can be seen as a family of ﬁrst order diﬀer-
ential equations
dy
dx
= F˜ (x, y,A, ε)
which depends regularly on the parameters ε and A. In particular, re-
stricting to the slice of the exceptional divisor which is given by D0 =
{ε = Ar = 0}, we obtain
(24)
dy
dx
= A0 +A1x+ · · ·+A2p−1x2p−1
+ y (B0 + · · ·+Bp−1xp−1 + B0xp) +Q0y2,
which we shall call the associated Riccati family RA,B . Notice that if
Q0 = 0 this is simply a linear diﬀerential equation.
4.3. The x¯ε and −x¯ε-charts.
Let us now consider the open subsets Ux¯ = {x¯ > 0} and U−x¯ = {−x¯ >
0} in U and proceed as in the previous subsection (for briefness, we
shall use the symbol ± to treat simultaneously the positive and negative
cases).
On U±x¯ one can deﬁne as above a diﬀeomorphism
ϕ±x¯ : U±x¯ −→ (R+, 0)× R3p+2 × (Rn−3p, 0)
(τ, (x¯, y¯, ε¯, a¯, b¯),Ar) −→ (xˆ, (yˆ, εˆ, aˆ, bˆ),Ar)
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which maps D∩U±x¯ onto D̂ = {xˆ = 0}, and is such that Φ̂±x¯ = Φ◦ϕ±x¯
is given by
Φ̂±x¯ =

x = ±xˆ
y = xˆpyˆ
ai = xˆ2p−iaˆi for i = 0, . . . , 2p− 1
bj = xˆp−j aˆj for j = 0, . . . , p− 1
ε = xˆp+1εˆ
Ar = Ar.
In these coordinates, the foliation F is described by the system of Pfaﬃan
equations
d(xˆp+1εˆ) = 0
d(xˆ2p−iaˆi) = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
d(xˆp−j bˆj) = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1
dAr = 0.
To better describe its geometry, let us perform another local blowing-up
along the submanifold
T = {aˆi = bˆj = εˆ = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1}(25)
given by
Ψ =

(xˆ, yˆ,Ar) = (xˆ, yˆ,Ar),
εˆ = Rp+1eˇ,
aˆi = R2p−iαˇi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1,
bˆj = Rp−j βˇj , 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1,
(26)
where (R, (eˇ, αˇi, βˇj)) ∈ (R+, 0)× S3p.
Then, exactly as above, we can consider some special charts. Let us
concentrate ourselves on the region Ueˇ = {eˇ > 0}. In this region, there
exists a diﬀeomorphism
ϕεˇ : Ueˇ −→ (R+, 0)× R× R+× R3p+2× (Rn−3p, 0)
(xˆ, yˆ, (eˇ, αˇi, βˇj),Ar) −→ (xˆ, yˆ, e, (A,B),Ar)
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such that Ψεˇ = Ψ ◦ ϕεˇ is given by
(xˆ, yˆ,Ar) = (xˆ, yˆ,Ar),
εˆ = ep+1,
aˆi = e2p−iAi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1,
bˆj = ep−jBj , 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
(27)
We shall call these coordinates (xˆ, yˆ, e, A,B,Ar) the ±x¯ε-chart of the
blowing-up.
Easy computations show that the foliation F , when restricted to the
domain of the ±x¯ε-chart, is deﬁned by the Pfaﬃan system
d(xˆe) = 0
d(Ai) = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
d(Bj) = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1
dAr = 0.
This means that, for each ﬁxed value of the regular parameters A0 =
(A0, B0,A0r), F is given by the level sets of the function xˆe = const.
Taking const → 0, we obtain the limit of the foliation F as it approaches
the exceptional divisor D = {xˆ = 0}. This limit is a singular leaf, given
by the union of the two-dimensional surfaces
L0 = {xˆ = 0} ∩ {(A,B,Ar) = (A0, B0,A0r)} and
L1 = {e = 0} ∩ {(A,B,Ar) = (A0, B0,A0r)}.
The component L0 ⊂ D is parameterized by the variables (yˆ, e), and
gives the extension of the foliation to the exceptional divisor.
D
L1
L0
A
x e
Figure 6. Extension of the foliation F to D.
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Using the expression of Φ̂±x¯ and the deﬁnition of Ψεˇ given on (27),
we can compute the expression of X in such coordinates to be (dropping
the hats for simplicity),
X
±
= ±ep+1
(
x
∂
∂x
− e ∂
∂e
)
+ F̂±(x, y,A, e) ∂
∂y
,(28)
with F̂±(x, y,A, e) = F̂±0 (x,A, e)+yF̂±1 (x,A, e)+y2Q̂±(x, y,A, e) given
by
F̂±0 (x,A, e) =
2p−1∑
i=0
(±1)i Ai e2p−i +O(x)
F̂±1 (x,A, e) = ∓p ep+1 +
p−1∑
j=0
(±1)j Bj ep−j + (±1)pB(Ar) +O(x)
Q̂±(x, y,A, e) = Q(Ar) +O(x)
where B(Ar) and Q0(Ar) are as in (23) and O(x) denotes analytic func-
tions which are divisible by x.
Remark 4.2. Notice that X
±
can be seen as an analytic family of three-
dimensional vector ﬁelds, with phase space (x, y, e) ∈ (R+, 0) × (R2, 0)
and parameters A = (A,B,Ar). Moreover, each vector ﬁeld in such
family has the function f(x, e) = xe as a ﬁrst integral.
Restricting X
±
to the slice of the exceptional divisor D0 = {x = Ar =
0}, we obtain the two-dimensional analytic family
(29) ∓ ep+2 ∂
∂e
+
(
2p−1∑
i=0
(±1)iAi e2p−i + y(∓p ep+1)+
+y
( p−1∑
j=0
(±1)j Bj ep−j + (±1)pB0
)
+ y2Q0
 ∂
∂y
which can be seen as a weighted compactiﬁcation of the Riccati fam-
ily RA,B given on (24) at x = ±∞. Indeed, if we let (x˜, y˜, ε˜, A,B,Ar)
and (xˆ, yˆ, e, A,B,Ar) denote, respectively, the coordinates at D on the
±x¯ε-chart and ε¯-chart, the relations
xˆ = ±ε˜ x˜, e = ±1
x˜
and yˆ = (±1)p y˜
x˜p
,(30)
can be easily veriﬁed from the expressions of Φ̂±x¯ and Φ̂ε¯ (notice
that the parameters (A,B,Ar) on the Riccati family and the parame-
ters (A,B,Ar) on the family (29) will correspond to each other).
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Figure 7. The compactiﬁcation of the Riccati family.
Remark 4.3. Under the blowing-up, the curve
Γ0 := Γ \ {0} ⊂ U
of non-degenerate singular points is mapped diﬀeomorphically to some
open curve Γ0 ⊂ U (because Γ0 does not intersect the blowing-up cen-
ter N ⊂ U). On the coordinates of the ±x¯-chart, it is easy to see that
such curve is given by
Γ0 = {(xˆ, yˆ, e, aˆ, bˆ,Ar) | yˆ = e = aˆ = bˆ = Ar = 0}.
Notice however that the blowing-up Ψ which is deﬁned on (26) has its
center on the manifold T = {e = aˆ = bˆ = Ar = 0}, which contains Γ0.
Thus, Γ0 can have several counter-images under Ψ. In fact, the counter-
image of Γ0 on the ±x¯ε-chart is explicitly given by the codimension 2 +
(n− 3p) submanifold
Ψ−1(Γ0) = {(xˆ, yˆ, e, A,B,Ar) | yˆ = e = Ar = 0}.
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5. Local center manifolds at P+ and P−
To simplify the notation, we shall continue to write the coordinates at
the ±x¯ε-chart simply as (x, y, e, A,B,Ar) ∈ Uxˆ×Uyˆ×Ue×UA,B ×UAr ,
where
Uxˆ ∈ (R+, 0), Uyˆ = R, Ue = R+, UA,B = R3p and UAr ∈ (Rn−3p, 0).
Observe that, from the expression in (28), it follows that for each ﬁxed
parameter A0 = (A,B,Ar), the vector ﬁeld X+ (respect. X−) has a
singularity at the point
pA0+ = {x = e = y = 0, A = A0}
(respect. pA0− = {x = e = y = 0, A = A0}).
Possibly restricting the inessential parameters Ar to some smaller
connected neighborhood UAr ∈ (Rn−3p, 0) of the origin, we can suppose
that the function B(Ar) is non-vanishing and has a constant sign. This
implies that all singular points pA0− and p
A0
+ are of semi-hyperbolic type.
The jacobian matrix DX
+
(pA0+ ) (respect. DX
+
(pA0− )) has a single non-
zero eigenvalue
B+(Ar) := B(Ar) (respect. B−(Ar) := (±1)pB(Ar))
associated to the eigenvector (x, y, e) = (0, 1, 0). The y-axis is an in-
variant one-dimensional hyperbolic manifold. This manifold will be an
unstable manifold for pA0+ (respect. p
A0− ) whenever B+(Ar) > 0 (re-
spect. B−(Ar) > 0), otherwise it is a stable manifold. For briefness, we
shall deﬁne the non-zero constants B+ := B+(0) and B− := B−(0).
The union of all such points pA+ (respect. p
A
−) for A ∈ UA,B,Ar , deﬁnes
a codimension 3 submanifold of normally hyperbolic singularities
P+ := {(x, y, e, A,B,Ar) | x = y = e = 0} ≈ UA,B × UAr(31)
(respect. P− := {(x, y, e, A,B,Ar) | x = y = e = 0}).
The Center Manifold Theorem immediately implies the existence of
local center manifolds at each point of P+ and P−:
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Proposition 5.1. For each natural number k ∈ N, and each ﬁxed p+ ∈
P+ and p− ∈ P−, there exist neighborhoods V+, V− ⊂ Uxˆ,e,A,B,Ar of these
points and Ck-functions
w+ : V+ −→ R
(x, e,A) −→ y = w+(x, e,A)
(and similarly w− : V− → R), such that w+(x, 0, 0) = w−(x, 0, 0) = 0
and
W+ = graph{y = w+(x, e,A)}, W− = graph{y = w−(x, e,A)}
are local invariant manifolds for X.
Although such center manifolds are not unique in general, we have
the following uniqueness result, which will be useful later:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that B+ > 0 (respect. B− < 0). Then, the in-
tersection of any Ck local center manifold with the exceptional divi-
sor D = {x = 0},
W+ ∩ D = graph{y = w+(0, e,A)},
(respect. W− ∩ D = graph{y = w−(0, e,A)}) is unique. That is, if W ′±
is another local Ck
′
center manifolds, then W±∩D necessarily coincides
with W ′± ∩ D on their common domain of deﬁnition). Moreover, the
function w+(0, e,A) (respect. w−(0, e,A)) is C∞.
Proof: The manifold c := W+ ∩ D is a Ck local center manifold for the
restricted two-dimensional analytic family X
+|D, whose expression is
given in (29).
Now, since B+ > 0, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 in [Si] are fulﬁlled.
Thus, this local center manifold c is necessarily unique.
Finally, the fact that c ∈ C∞ is an immediate consequence of [Si,
Theorem 5.1].
The argument for W− is analogous.
We can also consider the issue of formal expansion of such center
manifolds:
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Lemma 5.3. Given an arbitrary open subset VA = VA,B×VAr ⊂ UA,B×
UAr such that VAr ∈ (Rn−3p, 0) and VA,B ⊂ R3p has a compact closure,
there exist open intervals in R+,
V +x = [0, x+) and V
−
x = [0, x−)
(where x+, x− > 0 ∈ Uxˆ depend on VA) and there exist unique formal
series
Ŵ+(x, e,A) =
∞∑
i=0
w+i (x,A)ei, Ŵ−(x, e,A) =
∞∑
i=0
w−i (x,A) ei
deﬁned by a collection of analytic functions
w+i ∈ Cω(V +x × VA), w−i ∈ Cω(V −x × VA) for i ∈ N,
such that for each point p+ ∈ P+∩VA (respect. p− ∈ P−∩VA), and each
local Ck-center manifold W+ = graph{y = w+(x, ε,A)} (respect. W− =
graph{y = w−(x, ε,A)}) deﬁned in a neighborhood U of such point, it
follows that
w+ ∈ Ckﬂat(U, {e = 0}, Ŵ+)
(respect. w− ∈ Ckﬂat(U, {e = 0}, Ŵ−)).
Proof: Let us prove the statement just for P+, since the argument at P−
is completely analogous.
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Using the expression for
X which is given by (28), one sees that, possibly restricting x to some
smaller interval V +x = [0, x+) ⊂ Uxˆ, we can use the Implicit Function
Theorem to deﬁne an initial translation of the form
y = y′ − w+0 (x,A)
in such a way that the set of singularities for X
+
on V +x ×Uy ×Ue×VA
becomes Z(X+) = {e = y′ = 0}.
Thus (dropping again the primes), it suﬃces to prove that there exists
a unique formal series
M̂+(x, e,A) =
∞∑
i=1
w+i (x,A)ei
such that (in these new coordinates) the vector ﬁeld X, seen as a deriva-
tion on the space of formal series, maps the series
K̂(x, y, e,A) := y − M̂+(x, e,A)
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into some series X(K̂) such that
X(K̂)|
y=M̂+
≡ 0.
Using the expression in (28), this equation becomes
ep+1
(
x
∂
∂x
− e ∂
∂e
)
M̂+ = F̂+(x, M̂+,A, e).
If we expand each side of this equality in powers of e, and use the fact
that B+(Ar) 	= 0, it can be seen that the coeﬃcients w+i ∈ Cω(V +x ×VA)
are uniquely determined in a recursive way by the Implicit Function
Theorem.
Remark 5.4. Notice that if we consider two domains V ′A and V
′′
A as
above, the corresponding functions w±′i and w
±′′
i will necessarily coincide
in their common domain of deﬁnition.
We shall say that Ŵ+ and Ŵ− deﬁnes the formal center manifolds
over P+ ∩ VA and P− ∩ VA, respectively.
Remark 5.5. For an arbitrary closed subset M ⊂ V +x ×VA (respect. M ⊂
V −x ×VA), it is clear that Ŵ+ (respect. Ŵ−) uniquely deﬁnes an element
of C∞(M × {e = 0}) (in the sense of Whitney).
Given an arbitrary point x0 ∈ V +x (respect. x0 ∈ V −x ) let us deﬁne
Ŵ+,x0 :=
∞∑
i=0
w+i (x0,A) (respect. Ŵ−,x0 :=
∞∑
i=0
w−i (x0,A))
to be the restriction of the formal center manifold to x0.
In analogy with the previous subsection, let us now describe how
one construct a local dynamical center manifold over P+ and P−. For
shortness, we shall only describe the details for P+, since the construction
at P− is completely analogous.
Let us suppose ﬁrstly that B+ > 0. Fixing an arbitrary open sub-
set VA ⊂ UA as in the enunciate of Lemma 5.3, we choose a point x0 >
0 ∈ V +x , and let
Ve = (0, e0) for some e0 > 0 ∈ Ue.
Let us now consider
i : Ve × VA −→ R,
(e,A) −→ y = i(e,A)(32)
to be an arbitrary C∞ function, such that
i ∈ C∞ﬂat(Ve × VA, {e = 0}, Ŵ+,x0).
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Then, we shall say that i is an initial condition function for X at P+.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that B+ > 0 and let i be an arbitrary initial
condition function like in (32). Let Nx := [0, x0] ⊂ R+. Then, there
exists an interval Ne = (0, e1) ⊂ Ve (0 < e1 ≤ e0) and there exists an
unique C∞ function w+(x, e,A) deﬁned on the open set Nx × Ne × VA
which veriﬁes the following conditions:
(i) w+(x0, e,A) = i(e,A), for each (e,A) ∈ Ne × VA;
(ii) w+ ∈ C∞ﬂat(N+, {e = 0}, Ŵ+), and
(iii) W+ = graph{y = w+(x, e,A)} is an invariant manifold.
Proof: First of all, if we consider the saturate W of the set
ξ =
⋃
(e,A)∈Ve×VA
{(x, y, e,A) | x = x0, y = i(e,A)}(33)
under the ﬂow of −X, it is easy to see (from the condition B+ > 0) that
there exist domains Nx, Ne as above such that the restriction of W to
Nx×Ne×VA is deﬁned as the graph of a function w+ ∈ C∞(Nx×Ne×
VA).
Therefore, it remains to show that w+ is ∞-ﬂat to the formal se-
ries Ŵ+ on {e = 0}. Adopting the same strategy used on Proposition 3.4,
we shall prove that for any point p ∈ P+ and any Ck local center man-
ifold W ′ = graph{y = w′(x, e,A)} deﬁned on some neighborhood U ′ of
p, the function w − w′ belongs to Ckﬂat(U ′, {e = 0}).
From Corollary 13.3, there exists Ck local ﬁber-preserving change of
coordinates
ψ : (x, y, e,A) → (x′, y′, e′,A′)(34)
deﬁned on some neighborhood of p such that W ′ = {y′ = 0} and −X is
equivalent to (dropping again the primes to simplify the notation)
Y = −y ∂
∂y
+ ep+1 G(x, e,A)
(
x
∂
∂x
− e ∂
∂e
)
,(35)
for some strictly positive Ck function G(x, e,A).
Let us deﬁne i˜ := i ◦ ψ−1. Then, i˜ is a Ck function deﬁned on some
open subset of {e > 0}, ∞-ﬂat at {e = 0}. If we consider the initial
condition (which corresponds to (33))
ξ˜ = {(x, y, e,A) = (x0, i˜(e,A), e,A)},
and integrate the vector ﬁeld
−
(
1
ep+1G
)
y
∂
∂y
+
(
x
∂
∂x
− e ∂
∂e
)
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(which is equivalent to Y on the set {e > 0}), the explicit solution is
given by
e(t) = e exp(−t),
x(t) = x0 exp(t),
y(t) = i˜(e(t),A) exp
(
− ∫ t
0
1
x(τ)p+1G(x(t),e(t),A)dτ
)
.
Based on these equations, we can eliminate the variable t from the last
expression by taking t = − ln(x/x0). We refer the reader to [Du-R,
Lemma 8] for the proof that the resulting function y is ∞-ﬂat at
{e = 0}.
Let us now suppose that B+ < 0. Here, in order to deﬁne the initial
condition, we let
i : Vx × VA −→ R
(x,A) −→ y = i(x,A)(36)
be a C∞ function deﬁned on an open subset Vx × VA, where VA ⊂ UA
is like in Lemma 5.3 and Vx := [0, x0] for some x0 > 0 ∈ V +x .
We also need to ﬁx a base point e0 > 0. Here, one must be careful
to choose i(0,A) and e0 suﬃciently small, in order to remain in the
attracting region of the semi-hyperbolic set P+. This region is deﬁned
by the following lemma:
Lemma 5.7. On the above notations, there exist constants e+, y+ > 0,
depending only on the subset VA such that for each given point
q0 = {(x, y, e,A) = (0, y0, e0,A)} ∈ D,
where 0 < e0 < e+, |y0| < y+ and A ∈ VA, the orbit of X|D starting at
q0 has its ω-limit in P+.
Proof: There are several ways to prove such result. Here, we shall use
the Normal Form Theorem given on the Appendix.
For each point p ∈ P+, Corollary 13.3 shows that there exists a C1
change of coordinates deﬁned on a neighborhood Up of p such that X|D
is C1 equivalent to
−y ∂
∂y
− ep+2 G(e,A) ∂
∂e
,
for some strictly positive C1 function G(e,A). For this vector ﬁeld, it
is easy to see that each orbit on the region {e > 0} has the origin as
ω-limit.
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Since VA has a compact closure, we can choose a ﬁnite number of
points p ∈ P+ such that the union of the domains Up covers VA. The
constants e+, y+ can now be chosen in such a way that the region
{(e, y) | 0 ≤ e < e+, |y| < y+}(37)
lies in intersection of all domains Up ∩ {A = const}. This proves the
lemma.
We shall say that the open set deﬁned on (37) is the attracting region
for the restricted vector ﬁeld X|D, relatively to the set VA.
A function i(x,A) as in (36) will be called an initial condition function
(for the case B+ < 0) if
sup
A∈VA
‖i(0,A)‖ < y+.
Finally, we can prove the following result, which deﬁnes the dynamical
center manifold.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that B+ < 0. Choose an arbitrary point e0 ∈
(0, e+) (where e+ is deﬁned on the previous lemma), and let Ne :=
(0, e0] ⊂ R. Then, for any initial condition function i(x,A), there ex-
ists an interval Nx = [0, x1) ⊂ Vx (0 < x1 ≤ x0), and an unique C∞
function w+(x, e,A) deﬁned on the open set Nx ×Ne × VA such that
(i) w+(x, e0,A) = i(x,A), for each (x,A) ∈ Nx × VA;
(ii) w+ ∈ C∞ﬂat(N+, {e = 0}, Ŵ+), and
(iii) W+ = graph{y = w+(x, e,A)} is an invariant manifold.
Proof: The proof can be obtained by easy modiﬁcations on the proof of
Proposition 5.6.
y
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Figure 8. Dynamical center manifolds of Proposi-
tions 5.6 and 5.8.
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As we have said on the beginning of this section, the above two propo-
sitions have an exact analogous at P−. Let us denote by W− the corre-
sponding center manifold (depending on the initial function i), and let
Nx ×Ne × VA be its domain of deﬁnition.
We shall say that the manifolds W+ and W− which are obtained by
these constructions are local dynamical center manifolds at P+ and P−.
For future reference, let us establish the following classiﬁcation of the
degenerate singularity x = 0 ∈ Γ, with respect to the stability of the
hyperbolic directions at the sets P− and P+:
• the degenerate point 0 ∈ Γ is in the (u,u)-case if B+,B− > 0;
• the degenerate point 0 ∈ Γ is in the (s,u)-case if B− < 0, B+ > 0;
• the degenerate point 0 ∈ Γ is in the (u, s)-case if B− > 0, B+ < 0;
• the degenerate point 0 ∈ Γ is in the (s, s)-case if B+,B− < 0.
Remark 5.9. Notice that the sets P+ and P− are on the boundary of
the set Ψ−1(Γ), deﬁned on Remark 4.3. By continuity, the sign of B−
(respect. B+) corresponds to the the sign of the nonzero eigenvalue at
each one of the non-degenerate singular points in Γ ∩ {x < 0} (re-
spect. x ∈ Γ ∩ {x > 0}). Thus, the above classiﬁcation corresponds
precisely to the classiﬁcation made on the introduction.
6. Extension of center manifolds and the matching
region
6.1. The distance function ∆(ε,A).
Let us consider arbitrary local center manifolds W− and W+ at P−
and P+, which are deﬁned on domains N−, N+ = Nx ×Ne × VA by
W− = graph(y = w−(x, e,A)) and W+ = graph(w = w+(x, e,A)),
respectively. Our goal in this subsection is to describe how one can dy-
namically extend the domains of deﬁnition for such invariant manifolds.
Let us just discuss the extension of W−, since the description for W+
is analogous. First of all, if we ﬁx an arbitrary point e1 > 0 ∈ Ne, the
intersection of the manifold W− with the set {e = e1} is given by the
codimension 2 submanifold
ξ :=
⋃
(x,A)∈Nx×VA
(x, y, e,A) = (x,w+(x, e0,A), e0,A).
Since e1 > 0, such submanifold is also contained in the domain Uε¯ of the
ε¯-chart which is described on Subsection 4.2.
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If we denote by (x˜, y˜, ε˜,A) the coordinates of the ε¯-chart, we have the
following relations
x˜ =
1
e
, y˜ = (−1)p y
ep
, ε˜ = x e(38)
between such coordinates and the coordinates of the −x¯-chart. Thus,
the set ξ can be expressed in these coordinates by
ξ :=
⋃
(ε˜,A)∈Nε˜×VA
(x˜, y˜, ε˜,A) =
(
1
e0
, H(ε˜,A), ε˜,A
)
,
where we deﬁne the domain
Nε˜ := ψe1(Nx) =
{
ε˜ ∈ R+ | ε˜
e1
∈ Nx
}
(39)
and the corresponding function
H(ε˜,A) := (−1)pe−p0 · w+
(
ε˜
e0
,A
)
.
On the ε¯-projective chart, the blowed-up vector ﬁeld X is given by the
expression on (19), which can be seen as a family of analytic ﬁrst order
diﬀerential equations
dy˜/dx˜ = F˜ (x˜, y˜, ε˜,A).(40)
Now, for each point q ∈ ξ, we can consider the solution of the initial
value problem associated to such point. Let us write this solution as
a function y˜ = φ(q, x˜), which depends analytically on q and x˜, and let
I(q) = (−∞, x˜(q)) be the maximal interval of deﬁnition of such solution
(which depends continuously on the point q).
Then, we can deﬁne the saturate of ξ under the ﬂow of X to be the
open subset in Uε¯ given by
W− :=
⋃
q∈ξ, x˜∈I(q)
y˜ = φ(q, x˜).
We shall say that W− is the extension of the local center manifold W−.
We are particularly interested at those points q ∈ ξ such that the
corresponding maximal interval of deﬁnition I(q) is suﬃciently large.
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Proposition 6.1. There exists an open (possibly empty) subset O− ⊂
Nε˜×VA such that for each point q belonging to the restricted submanifold
ξ|O− :=
⋃
(ε˜,A)∈O−
(x˜, y˜, ε˜,A) =
(
1
e0
, H(ε˜,A), ε˜,A
)
the corresponding maximal interval of deﬁnition I(q) contains the ori-
gin {x˜ = 0}.
Proof: The result is a trivial consequence of the continuous dependence
of the solutions on the initial condition and the fact that X|Uε¯ deﬁnes a
C∞ (even Cω) ﬂow on Uε¯.
Let us call O− the maximal domain of extension of the local center
manifold W−. Geometrically, the meaning of O− is that each solution
curve starting at a point q ∈ ξ|O− cuts the transversal section
Σ := {x˜ = 0}
in a unique point q′ ∈ Σ. The correspondence q → q′ deﬁnes a C∞ map
which is described in the next result:
Corollary 6.2. Let q be a point in ξ|O− , with coordinates
q =
{
(x˜, y˜, ε˜,A) =
(
1
e0
, H(ε˜,A), ε˜,A
)}
,
and let
q′ = φ(0, q) = {(x˜, y˜, ε˜,A) = (0, y′, ε˜,A)}
be the unique point where the orbit issuing from q cuts Σ. Then, the map
O−  (ε˜,A) −→ y′ ∈ R
is a C∞ function Y−(ε˜,A) on O−.
Proof: Y−(ε˜,A) is obtained by composing the Cω ﬂow map φ(·, 0) with
the C∞ map (w,A) → ( 1e0 , H(ε˜,A), ε˜,A), and so it is clearly C∞.
Of course, all the above arguments can be easily adapted to deﬁne
the extension W+ of the local center manifold W+. Similarly, we can
deﬁne the maximal domain of extension O+ ⊂ Nε˜ × VA of W+ and the
corresponding transport function
Y+ : O+ → R.
Remark 6.3. As pictured on Figure 9, the graph of the functions
y = Y−(εˆ,A) and y = Y+(εˆ,A)
describes the intersections W− and W+, with the transversal section Σ.
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Σ
Figure 9. The transversal section Σ.
The set O− ∩ O+ is the common domain of deﬁnition of Y− and Y+.
On this domain, one can deﬁne the distance function
∆: O− ∩ O+ −→ R
(ε˜,A) −→ ∆(ε˜,A) := Y+(ε˜,A)− Y−(ε˜,A).
Let us deﬁne the matching region (associated to the center manifolds W+
and W−) to be the closed subset inO−∩O+ where such distance function
vanishes
O(W−,W+) := {(ε˜,A) ∈ O− ∩ O+ | ∆(ε˜,A) = 0}.(41)
Remark 6.4. The description of the sets O−, O+ and O(W−,W+) seems
to be a hard problem. On the other hand, we shall see in the next
section that it is easier to describe the intersections of O+, O− with
the set {ε˜ = 0} by studying the asymptotic behavior of the Riccati
family RA,B which is given on (24).
6.2. Matching dynamical center manifolds.
Instead of ﬁxing both dynamical center manifolds W− and W+, there
are some situations where it is better to deﬁne one of them from the
other, in such a way that they match in their common domain of deﬁn-
ition.
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Proposition 6.5. Suppose that B+ < 0. Let W− be an arbitrary local
dynamical center manifold at P−, deﬁned on some domain Nx×Ne×VA.
Then, there exists an open (possibly empty) subset
N ′x × V ′A ⊂ Nx × VA
where N ′x = [0, x
′
0), and a unique local dynamical center manifold W+
deﬁned on the open domain
N ′x ×N ′e × V ′A,
(where N˜e = (0, e′0) for some e
′
0 > 0), such that, if we consider the
maximal domains of extension O−, O+ of W− and W+ and the distance
function
∆: O+ ∩ O− → R,
then ∆ ≡ 0 (or, in other words, the matching region O(W−,W+) is the
whole set O+ ∩ O−).
Proof: Let R+ := {(x, e, y) | x = 0, 0 ≤ e < e+, |y| < y+} be the
attracting region associated to P+ (relatively to VA), which is deﬁned
on Lemma 5.7, and let
c− := W− ∩ D
denotes the intersection of the center manifold W− with the exceptional
divisor. In the coordinates of the ε¯-chart, this curve is given by the graph
of the C∞ function
c− := graph{y˜ = y−(x˜,A)}
which is deﬁned for A ∈ VA and x in some neighborhood of −∞.
It is easy to prove (exactly as in the proof of Proposition 6.1) that
there exists an open (possibly empty) subset V ′A ⊂ VA such that for
each A ∈ V ′A, the curve c− can be extended to a solution of the vector
ﬁeld X|D which enters into the attracting region R+.
Therefore, by the continuity of the ﬂow, we can choose a small con-
stant x′0 > 0 ∈ Nx such that, restricting the domain of deﬁnition of this
manifold W− to
[0, x′0]×Nε˜ × V ′A,
it can be extended to a larger center manifold W−,∞, which cuts the
transversal section Σe+ = {e = e+}.
Possibly taking some smaller x′0 > 0, we can also guarantee that the
intersection W−,∞∩Σe+ is the graph of some initial condition function i
which veriﬁes the requirements of Proposition 5.8. Therefore, it uniquely
deﬁnes a local center manifold W+ at P+. This proves the result.
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W−
Σe+
Figure 10. The matching of center manifolds.
Of course, we have an analogous result for B− > 0. In this case,
given the set VA, we can deﬁne an attracting region R− for P− using the
inverted vector ﬁeld −X|D.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose that B− > 0. Let W+ be an arbitrary local
dynamical center manifold at P+, deﬁned on some domain Nx×Ne×VA.
Then, there exists an open (possibly empty) subset
N ′x × V ′A ⊂ Nx × VA
where N ′x = [0, x
′
0), N
′
e = (0, e
′
0), and a unique local dynamical cen-
ter manifold W− deﬁned on the domain N ′x × N ′e × V ′A, such that
O(W−,W+) = O− ∩ O+.
7. Asymptotic behavior of the Riccati family
In this section, our main goal is to characterize solutions of the asso-
ciated Riccati family
(42)
dy
dx
=
2p−1∑
i=0
Aix
i + y
p−1∑
j=0
Bjx
j + B0xp
 +Q0 y2,
with B0,Q0 ∈ R,
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which are asymptotic to zero as x → ±∞, with respect to the weighted
compactiﬁcation at x = ±∞,
X =
±1
x
, Y =
(−1)py
xp
.
Thus, putting in more precise terms, we want to obtain conditions on
the values of the parameters A, B which guarantee the existence of
solutions y−(x) and y+(x) such that y−(0), y+(0) ∈ R are well-deﬁned
and
lim
X→0
Xp · y−
(−1
X
)
= lim
X→0
Xp · y+
(
1
X
)
= 0.
7.1. The linear case.
To simplify the exposition, we will start by studying a simpler linear
family
dy
dx
= A0 +A1x+ · · ·+A2p−1x2p−1 + yxp,(43)
whose general solution from an initial point y(0) = y0 can be written as:
y(x) = e
xp+1
p+1
(
y0 +A0
∫ x
0
e−
tp+1
p+1 dt+ · · ·+A2p−1
∫ x
0
t2p−1e−
tp+1
p+1 dt
)
.
Let us calculate the asymptotic expansion of the integral
Jk(x) :=
∫ x
0
tke−
tp+1
p+1 dt
when x→∞. Since this integral is convergent for any k, we can write
Jk(x) =
∫ ∞
0
tke−
tp+1
p+1 dt−
∫ ∞
x
tke−
tp+1
p+1 dt.
Now, we estimate each integral separately. From ([Di, IV.3.3.1]),∫ ∞
0
tke−
tp+1
p+1 dt = (p+ 1)(k+1)/(p+1)−1Γ
(
k + 1
p+ 1
)
(where Γ(x) =
∫∞
0
tx−1e−tdt is the Gamma function) and from ([Di,
10.7.2]), ∫ ∞
x
tke−
tp+1
p+1 dt = xk−pe−
xp+1
p+1 + o(xk−pe−
xp+1
p+1 ),
(where o(f) means, as usual, some function g such that g/f tends to 0
as x→∞). Putting this together, we get
Jk(x)=(p+ 1)(k+1)/(p+1)−1Γ
(
k + 1
p+ 1
)
− xk−pe− x
p+1
p+1 + o(xk−pe−
xp+1
p+1 ).
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For shortness, let us denote the constant appearing in the above expres-
sion by
ck := (p+ 1)(k+1)/(p+1)−1Γ
(
k + 1
p+ 1
)
.(44)
Inserting these asymptotic estimates back into the expression of y(x), we
conclude that the necessary and suﬃcient condition to have a solution
which does not grow exponentially for x→∞ is
y0 +A0c0 +A1c1 + · · ·+A2p−1c2p−1 = 0.
For each ﬁxed value of (A0, . . . , A2p−1), let us note by y+(x) the unique
solution with such initial condition y+(0) = y0. From the expression of
Jk(x), such solution has the asymptotic expansion
y+(x) ∼ −(A0x−p +A1x−p+1 + · · ·+A2p−1xp−1)(45)
which implies that
Xp · y(1/X) → 0, for X → 0,
as we wanted.
We now determine solutions y(x) which goes to zero as x tends to
minus inﬁnity. First of all, if p + 1 is an even number, it is easy to see
that
Jk(−x) = (−1)k+1Jk(x).
So a necessary and suﬃcient condition to have
Xp · y(−1/X) → 0, for X → 0
is that
y0 −A0c0 + · · ·+ (−1)2pA2p−1c2p−1 = 0.
Let us note by y−(x) the unique solution such that y−(0) = y0.
On the other hand, if p+ 1 is odd, we obtain
Jk(−x) = (−1)k+1
∫ x
0
tke
tp+1
p+1 dt.
The principal term of the asymptotic expansion for this integral (accord-
ing to [Di, III.10.7.1]) is
Jk(−x) ∼ (−1)k+1e x
p+1
p+1 xk−p.
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Inserting into the general expression of the solution y(x), this gives
y(−x) ∼ y0e− x
p+1
p+1 +A0x−p + · · ·+A2p−1xp−1,
and we conclude that
Xp · y(−1/X) → 0
for an arbitrary choice of (y0, A0, . . . , A2p−1). Thus, we have proved the
following result:
Lemma 7.1. (1) Given the linear equation (43), a solution y+(x)
is asymptotic to zero at inﬁnity if and only if its initial condi-
tion y0 := y+(0) satisﬁes the linear equation
y0 +A0c0 +A1c1 + · · ·+A2p−1c2p−1 = 0.
(2) If p + 1 is even, a solution y−(x) is asymptotic to zero at minus
inﬁnity if and only if y0 := y−(0) satisﬁes
y0 −A0c0 + · · ·+ (−1)2pA2p−1c2p−1 = 0.
(3) If p + 1 is odd, any solution y(x) is asymptotic to zero at minus
inﬁnity.
Let us now study the more general equation
dy
dx
=
2p−1∑
i=0
Aix
i + y
p−1∑
j=0
Bjx
j + B0xp
 , B0 	= 0,(46)
whose general solution can be written as
y(x) = eP (x)
(
y0 +
∫ x
0
Q(t)e−P (t)dt
)
where Q(x) = A0 +A1x+ · · ·+A2p−1x2p−1 and
P (x) =
∫ x
0
p−1∑
j=0
Bjt
j + B0tp
 dt = B0x+ · · ·+ Bp−1xp
p
+
B0xp+1
p+ 1
.
Proceeding as above, we must calculate the asymptotic expansion of the
integral
JPk (x) :=
∫ x
0
tke−P (x)dt
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when x → ∞. Suppose ﬁrstly that B0 > 0. Then, this integral is
convergent for any k, and we can write
JPk (x) =
∫ ∞
0
tke−P (t)dt−
∫ ∞
x
tke−P (t)dt.
The ﬁrst term of this expansion,
Ck(B) :=
∫ ∞
0
tke−P (t)dt(47)
is C∞ function of the parameters (B0, . . . , Bp−1) ∈ Rp, and is such that
Ck(0) = ck/B(k+1)/(p+1)0 . From ([Di, III.10.7.2]),∫ ∞
x
tke−P (t)dt =
e−P (x)
P ′(x)x−k
+ o
(
e−P (x)
P ′(x)x−k
)
= B0xk−pe−P (x) + o(xk−pe−P (x)),
and so,
JPk (x) = Ck(b) + B0xk−pe−P (x) + o(xk−pe−P (x)).
On the other hand, supposing that B0 < 0, we get ([Di, III.10.7.1])
JPk (x) =
e−P (x)
−P ′(x)x−k + o
(
e−P (x)
−P ′(x)x−k
)
= (−B0)xk−pe−P (x) + o(xk−pe−P (x)).
Thus, as in the previous lemma, we proved the following:
Lemma 7.2. Given the linear equation (46), the necessary and suﬃ-
cient conditions to have a solution y+(x) such that
lim
X→0
Xp · y+(1/X) = 0
are the following:
(i) If B0 > 0, we shall have
y0 + C0A0 + C1A1 + · · ·+ C2p−1A2p−1 = 0,(48)
where y0 = y+(0) and the Ck = Ck(B) is the function on (47).
(ii) If B0 < 0, any solution is asymptotic to zero.
Making the obvious modiﬁcations to study the behavior at x = −∞,
we obtain the following result:
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Lemma 7.3. Given the linear equation (46), the necessary and suﬃ-
cient conditions to have a solution y−(x) such that
lim
X→0
Xp · y−(−1/X) = 0
are the following:
(i) If B0 > 0,
(a) If p+ 1 is even, we shall have
y0 + C0A0 + · · ·+ (−1)k+1CkAk + · · ·+ C2p−1A2p−1 = 0,(49)
where y0 = y+(0).
(b) If p+ 1 is odd, any solution is asymptotic to zero.
(ii) If B0 < 0,
(a) If p+ 1 is even, any solution is asymptotic to zero.
(b) If p+ 1 is odd, we shall have
y0 + C0A0 + · · ·+ (−1)k+1CkAk + · · ·+ C2p−1A2p−1 = 0.
p+ 1 even p+ 1 odd
p+ 1 even p+ 1 odd
B0 > 0
B0 < 0
Figure 11. The four possible situations with their
compactiﬁcations at ±∞.
Remark 7.4. (1) Geometrically, the solutions y− and y+ can be inter-
preted as traces of center manifolds W− and W+ on the exceptional
divisor. Indeed, from the change of coordinates given on (38), it
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is immediate to see that y− (respect. y+) is a local center mani-
fold for the restricted vector ﬁeld X|D, on a neighborhood of P−
(respect. P+).
(2) The above results show the uniqueness of y− when (−1)p+1B0 < 0
and the uniqueness of y+ when B0 > 0. This provides an alterna-
tive proof of the uniqueness part of Lemma 5.2.
(3) Also, the lemmas above distinguish four possible situations, which
can be easily related to the classiﬁcation of the degenerate singu-
larity made on the previous section:
• B0 > 0 and p+ 1 even corresponds to the (s,u)-case;
• B0 > 0 and p+ 1 odd corresponds to the (u,u)-case;
• B0 < 0 and p+ 1 even corresponds to the (u, s)-case;
• B0 < 0 and p+ 1 odd corresponds to the (s, s)-case.
The distance function on the (s, u) case. Notice that the (s,u)
case presents the following particular feature: For each (A,B) ∈ R3p
there exist unique solutions y+ and y− which are asymptotic to zero at
x → +∞ and x → −∞, respectively. Such solutions are determined by
their initial points,
y+(0) := y+ ∩ {x = 0}, and y−(0) = y− ∩ {x = 0},
which must satisfy the equations (48) and (49), respectively.
Based on this remark, there exists a well-deﬁned function on the (s,u)
case,
δ(a, b) := y+(0)− y−(0),
which measures the distance between the points where the solutions y+
and y− intersect the line {x = 0} . From (48) and (49), it is easy to see
that δ(A,B) is the C∞ function on R3p given by
δ(A,B) = −2C0 A0 − 2C2 A2 − · · · − 2C2p−2 A2p−2(50)
(the sum taken over all even terms).
7.2. The nonlinear case.
We study now the general Riccati family (42) for Q0 	= 0. Here, we
will not be able to be so explicit as in the linear case. Indeed, due to the
appearance of the non-linear term Q0y2, we can have solutions which
escape to inﬁnity at ﬁnite time.
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Example 7.5. For instance, the unique solution of (42) which is asymp-
totic to zero for B0 = Q0 = 1 and the parameter values
Ap−1 = 1,
Ai = 0, (for 0 ≤ i 	= p− 1 ≤ 2p− 1),
Bj = 0, (for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1)
is given by y(x) = −1/x. Such solution escapes to inﬁnity at the time
x = 0.
In the rest of this subsection, we prove that such kind of phenomena
can be controlled if we restrict ourselves to a suﬃciently small neighbor-
hood of the parameters {A = B = 0}.
Let U ∈ (R3p, 0) be an open neighborhood of {A = B = 0}, and let
us suppose that, for each (A,B) ∈ U , one associates two solutions of the
Riccati family,
y(A,B)− : U−∞ → R, and y(A,B)+ : U∞ → R,(51)
such that:
• U−∞, U∞ ⊂ R are neighborhoods of −∞ and +∞, respectively;
• y(A,B)+ (x) and y(A,B)− (x) depend continuously on (A,B) ∈ U ;
• these solutions have the asymptotic behavior
lim
X→0
Xp · y(A,B)+
(
1
X
)
= lim
X→0
Xp · y(A,B)−
(−1
X
)
= 0(52)
for each (A,B) ∈ U .
Our goal is to control the escape time of such solutions.
Lemma 7.6. Let us suppose that B− < 0 (respect. B+ > 0). Then,
given any arbitrarily large constant K > 0, there exists a smaller neigh-
borhood N = N(K) ⊂ U of {A = B = 0} such that for each (A,B) ∈ N ,
the solution y(A,B)− (respect. y
(A,B)
+ ) can be extended to the interval x ∈
(−∞,K] (respect. x ∈ [−K,∞)).
Proof: If we suppose that B− < 0, the solution y(A,B)− is necessarily
unique for each (A,B) ∈ U . Indeed, as we have already mentioned,
solutions of RA,B which have the asymptotic behavior indicated on (52)
can be seen as intersections of local a center manifold W− at P− with
the exceptional divisor. Thus,
y(A,B)− = W− ∩ D,
which implies, from Lemma 5.2, that y(A,B)− is unique.
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For (A,B) = (0, 0), y(x) ≡ 0 is a solution of RA,B . So, by the
uniqueness
y(0,0)− (x) ≡ 0.
Since this solution is deﬁned for all x ∈ R, the result follows by the
continuous dependence of the center manifold on the parameters A, B.
The argument for y(A,B)+ is analogous.
In the cases where it is not possible use this uniqueness argument, we
have to be more careful in studying the escape time of a solution of the
Riccati diﬀerential equation R0,0.
The escape time. If we let A = B = 0, the Riccati family takes the
form
dy
dx
= B0xp y +Q0 y2.(53)
Fix an arbitrary point x0 ∈ R. Then, for the initial condition y(x0) = 0
this equation has the trivial solution y(x) ≡ 0. For y(x0) = y0 	= 0, we
can obtain the explicit solution
y(x) =
eB0
xp+1
p+1
1
y0
−Q0
∫ x
x0
eB0
xp+1
p+1 dt
.
Thus, it is easy to see that such solution y(x) escapes to inﬁnity at a
ﬁnite time x1 ∈ R if and only if
Q0
∫ x1
x0
eB0
tp+1
p+1 dt =
1
y0
.(54)
Such point x1 is a function of x0, y0, B0 and Q0.
In the next two lemmas, we consider the asymptotic behavior of the
analytic function
L(x, x0) := Q0
∫ x
x0
eB0
tp+1
p+1 dt.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose that p+ 1 is even and B0 < 0. Then,
(i) If x0 ≤ 0,
−λ eB0 |x0|
p+1
p+1 < L(x, x0) < 2λ, if Q0 > 0
λ eB0
|x0|p+1
p+1 > L(x, x0) > −2λ, if Q0 < 0.
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(ii) If x0 ≥ 0,
−2λ < L(x, x0) < λeB0
|x0|p+1
p+1 , if Q0 > 0
2λ > L(x, x0) > −λ eB0
|x0|p+1
p+1 , if Q0 < 0,
where λ := c0|Q0| · |B0|− 1p+1 , for the constant c0 deﬁned in (44).
Proof: Let us suppose that x0 ≥ 0 and that Q0 > 0. Then, for all
−∞ < x < x0, we have
Q0
∫ x
x0
eB0
tp+1
p+1 dt ≥ −Q0
∫ ∞
−∞
eB0
tp+1
p+1 dt = −2c0|Q0| · |B0|− 1p+1 ,
(by the deﬁnition of c0 and the fact that p+ 1 is even).
On the other hand, if x > x0, we make the change of variable u =
t− x0, and get
L(x, x0) = Q0
∫ x−x0
0
eB0
(u+x0)
p+1
p+1 du.
Now, since u ≥ 0 and x0 ≥ 0,
(u+ x0)p+1 ≥ up+1 + xp+10 ,
and, using the fact that B0 < 0,
Q0
∫ x−x0
0
eB0
(u+x0)
p+1
p+1 du ≤ Q0 eB0
x
p+1
0
p+1
∫ ∞
0
eB0
up+1
p+1 du = λ eB0
x
p+1
0
p+1 .
This proves (ii). The proof of (i) is completely analogous.
In a similar way, we can prove the following estimates:
Lemma 7.8. Suppose that p+ 1 is odd. Then,
(i) If [Q0 > 0, B0 > 0 and x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 < 0, B0 < 0 and x0 ≥ 0],
L(x, x0) ≥ −λ eB0
x
p+1
0
p+1 .
(ii) If [Q0 < 0, B0 > 0 and x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 > 0, B0 < 0 and x0 ≥ 0],
L(x, x0) ≤ λ eB0
x
p+1
0
p+1 ,
where λ is the constant deﬁned in the previous lemma.
Proof: It is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.7.
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p+ 1 even
p+ 1 odd
Q0 > 0 Q0 < 0
B > 0
B < 0
B < 0
Figure 12. The six possibilities where we can bound L(x).
As a consequence of these estimates, we have the following result:
Corollary 7.9. Let y(x) be a solution of (53). Suppose that there ex-
ists a point x0 ∈ R in the interval of deﬁnition of y(x) such that the
data [Q0,B0, x0, y0] satisﬁes one of the following conditions:
(i) If p+ 1 is even, B0 < 0, and
(a) [Q0 > 0, x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 < 0, x0 ≥ 0], and
1
2λ
> y(x0) > − 1
λ
e|B0|
|x0|p+1
p+1 ,
(b) [Q0 < 0, x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 > 0, x0 ≥ 0], and
− 1
2λ
< y(x0) <
1
λ
e|B0|
x
p+1
0
p+1 .
(ii) If p+ 1 is odd, and
(a) [Q0 > 0, B0 > 0, x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 < 0, B0 < 0, x0 ≥ 0], and
0 ≥ y(x0) > − 1
λ
e|B0|
|x0|p+1
p+1 ,
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(b) [Q0 < 0, B0 > 0, x0 ≤ 0] or [Q0 > 0, B0 < 0, x0 ≥ 0], and
0 ≤ y(x0) < 1
λ
e|B0|
|x0|p+1
p+1 .
Then, the solution y(x) can not escape to inﬁnity at ﬁnite time.
Proof: Indeed, in these three cases, the above two lemmas show that
there can be no x1 ∈ R which solves the equation (54).
Finally, we can extend the result of Lemma 7.6 as follows:
Lemma 7.10. Let y(A,B)− and y
(A,B)
+ be as in (51). Suppose that there
exists a point x0 ∈ U−∞ (respect. x0 ∈ U∞) such that the value of y(A,B)−
(respect. y(A,B)+ ) for x = x0 and A = B = 0,
y(x0) := y
(0,0)
− (x0) (respect. y(x0) := y
(0,0)
+ (x0))
veriﬁes one of the conditions of Corollary 7.9. Then, for each arbitrar-
ily large constant K > 0, there exists some smaller neighborhood N =
N(K) ⊂ U of {A = B = 0} such that, for each (A,B) ∈ N , the solu-
tion y(A,B)− (x) (respect. y
(A,B)
+ (x)) can be extended to a solution of RA,B
which is deﬁned for all x ∈ (−∞,K] (respect. x ∈ [−K,∞)).
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the above results. Indeed,
if we suppose that no such neighborhood N exists, the continuity of
y
(A,B)
± (x) with respect to (A,B) would imply that y
(0,0)
± escapes to in-
ﬁnity at ﬁnite time. This would contradict Corollary 7.9.
The distance function in the (s, u) case. By variation of parame-
ters, the general solution of (42) can be (implicitly) written as
y(x) = eP (x)
(
y0 +
∫ x
0
(Q(t) +Q0y(t)2)e−P (t)dt
)
,(55)
where Q(x) = A0 +A1x+ · · ·+A2p−1x2p−1 and
P (x) = B0x+ · · ·+ Bp−1x
p
p
+
B0xp+1
p+ 1
.
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dy
dx
= a0 + a1x+ a2x2 + x3y + y2
Figure 13. Possible phase portraits as a0 varies, with
a1 = a2 = 0 keep ﬁxed.
Let us now study the (s,u) case (i.e. B− < 0 and B+ > 0). If we let
K = 0 on Lemma 7.6 we know that there exists a neighborhood N ⊂ R3p
of {A = B = 0} such that, for each (A,B) ∈ N , there exist unique
solutions
y
(A,B)
− and y
(A,B)
+
which have the asymptotic behavior (52), and which are deﬁned for all
x ∈ (−∞, 0] and x ∈ [0,∞), respectively. Thus, we can consider the
distance function
δ : N −→ R
(A,B) −→ y(A,B)+ (0)− y(A,B)− (0)
(56)
as we have done in the study of the linear case.
Let us study the behavior of such function near {A = B = 0} by
considering the quantities
I+(A,B) :=
∫ ∞
0
e−P (x)y(A,B)+ (x)
2dx and
I−(A,B) :=
∫ −∞
0
e−P (x)y(A,B)− (x)
2dx.
From Lemma 5.2, we know that the curves y(A,B)+ and y
(A,B)
− depend
C∞-ly on (A,B), and so, I+ and I− belong to C∞(N).
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If (0, B) is a point in M = {A = 0}, then obviously y(0,B)+ (x) =
y
(0,B)
− (x) ≡ 0 and I+(0, B) = I−(0, B) = 0. Since I+, I− ≥ 0 are
positive functions, this implies that
∇I+(0, B) =
(
∂I+
∂A0
, . . . ,
∂I+
∂A2p−1
,
∂I+
∂B0
, . . . ,
∂I+
∂Bp−1
)
(0,B)
= (0, . . . , 0),
(and similarly ∇I−(0, B) = 0).
Choose now a parameter (A,B) ∈ N . Then, according to the integral
equation (55), since y(A,B)+ (x) exists, we necessarily have (making the
compactiﬁcation x = 1/X, y = Y/Xp and letting X → 0),
0 = y(A,B)+ (0) + C0A0 + · · ·+ C2p−1A2p−1 +Q0 · I+(A,B),(57)
where Ci = Ci(B) are the functions deﬁned on (47). In a similar way,
(58) 0 = y(A,B)− (0)− C0a0 + · · ·+ (−1)k+1Ckak + · · ·+ C2p−1a2p−1
+Q0 · I−(A,B).
Subtracting (58) from (57) we conclude that the separation function is
given by
δ(A,B)=−2C0A0 − · · · − 2C2p−2A2p−2 +Q0 · [−I+(A,B) + I−(A,B)],
and this proves the following result.
Lemma 7.11. On the (s,u) case, the distance function δ is deﬁned on
a suﬃciently small neighborhood N ⊂ R3p of {A = B = 0}. Moreover,
∂δ
∂As
= −2Cs +O(A) on N,
for each even index s = 0, 2, . . . , 2p− 2.
Proof: This is trivial, since ∇I+|{A=0} = ∇I−|{A=0} = (0, . . . , 0).
8. Estimating the matching regions
Let us now use the asymptotic analysis of the Riccati family in order
to describe the regionsO+, O− andO(W−,W+) which have been deﬁned
on Section 6.
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8.1. The (s, s), (u, s) and (u, u)-cases: Open matching regions.
Lemma 8.1. Assume that B+ < 0, and let W− be local center manifold
at P−, deﬁned on a domain Nx ×Ne × VA. Suppose that A = 0 belongs
to VA and that
y
(0,0)
− := W− ∩ D|{A=0}
is a solution of the Riccati family RA,B which does not escape to inﬁnity
at ﬁnite time. Then, there exists a matching center manifold W+, deﬁned
on a domain N ′x ×N ′e × V ′A according to Proposition 6.5, such that the
matching region O(W−,W+) contains an open neighborhood U of the
origin {ε˜ = A = 0} in R+ × Rn.
Proof: Using the notation of the proof of Proposition 6.5, it suﬃces to
guarantee that W− ∩ D cuts the transversal section Σe+ .
From Lemmas 7.6 and 7.10 this is clearly true if A = (A,B,Ar) is
taken in a suﬃciently small neighborhood of {A = B = Ar = 0}.
Of course, we have the similar matching result in the case B− < 0.
Lemma 8.2. Assume that B− > 0, and let W+ be local center manifold
at P+, deﬁned on a domain Nx ×Ne × VA. Suppose that A = 0 belongs
to VA and that
y
(0,0)
+ := W+ ∩ D|{A=0}
is a solution of the Riccati family RA,B which does not escape to inﬁnity
at ﬁnite time. Then, there exists a matching center manifold W−, deﬁned
on a domain N ′x ×N ′e × V ′A according to Proposition 6.6, such that the
matching region O(W−,W+) contains an open neighborhood U of the
origin {ε˜ = A = 0} in R+ × Rn.
Remark 8.3. On the special case where RA is a linear diﬀerential equa-
tion (i.e. if Q0 = 0), no solution of RA escapes to inﬁnity at ﬁnite time.
This implies that we do not need to restrict ourselves to a neighborhood
of {ε˜ = A = 0}. In fact, from Subsection 7.1, it is easy to prove the fol-
lowing: On the hypothesis of Lemma 8.1 (respect. Lemma 8.2), suppose
that Q0 = 0. Then, for an arbitrary open set V ′A,B ⊂ R3p whose closure
is contained in VA ∩ {Ar = 0}, there exist suﬃciently small domains
N ′x, N
′
e ⊂ R+, and V ′Ar ∈ (Rn−3p, 0),
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such that a matching center manifold W+ (respect. W−) can be deﬁned
on the domain N ′x × N ′e × (V ′A,B × V ′Ar ). In particular, the matching
region has the form
O(W−,W+) = Nε˜ × (V ′A,B × V ′Ar )
for a suﬃciently small domain Nε˜ = [0, ε˜0) ⊂ R+.
Thus, combining Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 with the above results, it
is immediate to conclude the following
• In the (u, s) or (s, s) cases: given any center manifold W− at
P−, which veriﬁes the hypothesis of Lemma 8.1, one can uniquely
deﬁne a center manifold W+ at P+ such that the matching re-
gion O(W−,W+) is an open neighborhood of {ε˜ = A = 0}.
• In the (u,u) or (u, s) cases: given any center manifold W+ at
P+, which veriﬁes the hypothesis of Lemma 8.2, one can uniquely
deﬁne a center manifold W− at P− such that the matching re-
gion O(W−,W+) is an open neighborhood of {ε˜ = A = 0}.
For shortness, we shall use the notation
W− →W+
to indicate that the center manifold W− at P− induces a matching center
manifold W+ at P+. Correspondingly, we shall denote by W+ →W− the
matching of a center manifold W− at P− to a given center manifold W+
at P+. Thus, we can shortly summarize the above results by the following
schema:
• On the (s, s) case: W− →W+;
• On the (u,u) case: W+ →W−;
• On the (s,u) case: W− →W+ and W+ →W−.
8.2. The (s, u)-case: Matching region as a graph.
In contrast to the previous cases, in the (s,u)-case the matching re-
gion O(W−,W+) is a thin set (i.e. it has empty interior). Indeed, let us
see that, in a suﬃciently small neighborhood of {ε˜ = A = 0} it is the
graph of a C∞ function.
First of all, we prove that the distance function ∆ can be deﬁned in
a suﬃciently small neighborhood of {ε˜ = A = 0}.
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Lemma 8.4. Suppose that we are on the (s,u)-case. Let W− and W+
be local center manifolds at P− and P+, respectively, which are deﬁned
on a common open domain
Nx ×Ne × VA.
Suppose that A = 0 belongs to VA. Then, the common domain of maxi-
mal extension of these center manifolds
O− ∩ O+ ⊂ Nε˜ × VA
(where Nε˜ := ψe0(Nx) is deﬁned as in (39)) contains an open neighbor-
hood U of the origin {ε˜ = A = 0}.
Proof: It follows directly from Proposition 7.6 if we let K = 0. Indeed,
for (A,B,Ar) in some open subset N ⊂ VA, suppose that y− = W− ∩D
and y+ = W+ ∩ D are solutions of the Riccati family RA,B which cut
the transversal section Σ = {x = 0}. Then, the center manifolds W−
and W+ also cut transversely the section Σ, provided that we restrict ε˜
to some suﬃciently small neighborhood of zero.
Thus, the distance function ∆: O− ∩ O+ → R is deﬁned on such
neighborhood U of {ε˜ = A = 0}, and we can prove the following result:
Proposition 8.5. Let us keep the notation of the previous lemma and
ﬁx an arbitrary even index 0 ≤ s ≤ 2p − 2. Then, there exists some
smaller neighborhood of the origin Us ⊂ U and a C∞ function
as : Ûs → R, as(0) = 0
deﬁned on Ûs := Us∩{As = 0}, such that the restriction of the matching
region O(W−,W+) to Us is given by the graph of as,
O(W−,W+) ∩ Us = graph{As = as(ε˜, Â, B,Ar)}
where Â := (A0, . . . , As−1, As+1, . . . , A2p−1).
Proof: Recall that the matching region is deﬁned by
O(W−,W+) := {(ε˜,A) ∈ O− ∩ O+ | ∆(ε˜,A) = 0}.
If we restrict to D0 = {ε˜ = Ar = 0}, the separation function ∆ is given
by
∆(0,A) = δ(A,B)
where δ(A,B) the function deﬁned on (56). Thus, result follows directly
from Lemma 7.11 and the Implicit Function Theorem.
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9. Blowing-up and blowing-down center manifolds
In this section, we will consider the blowing-down of the matching
regions. These regions will deﬁne the domain of existence of local canard
surfaces near the degenerate singularity.
Let us consider again the notation of Section 4. Thus, we let (x, y, ε,A)
be coordinates on an open subset U = Ux × Uy × Uε × UA, where
Ux ∈ (R, 0) is an open connected set, Uy = R, Uε ∈ (R+, 0) and
UA ∈ (Rn, 0). Let
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ F (x, y, ε,A) ∂
∂y
be a singular perturbation family on U , such that Γ = {y = ε = A =
0} ≈ Ux is a curve of singularities. We suppose that x = 0 ∈ Γ is an
isolated degenerate singularity with multiplicity µ(X) = p.
Further, we suppose that Transversality Hypothesis holds at x = 0,
and that A = (a, b,Ar) are the adapted parameters. Thus, we can
consider the blowing-up map
Φ: U → U
which is deﬁned on Subsection 4.1.
Let us denote by (x˜, y˜, ε˜, A,B,Ar) ∈ Uε¯ the coordinates of the ε¯-chart
which is associated to the blowing-up. Recall that, in these coordinates,
the map Φ is deﬁned by
Φ̂ε¯ =

x = ε˜ x˜
y = ε˜p+1 y˜
ε = ε˜p+1
ai = ε˜2p−iAi, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1,
bj = ε˜p−j Bj , for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
(59)
Thus, restricted to the variables (ε, a, b,Ar), we have the polynomial
map
ϕ : (ε˜, Ai, Bj ,Ar) → (ε, ai, bj ,Ar) = (ε˜p+1, ε˜2p−iAi, ε˜p−jBj ,Ar),(60)
where, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
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Similarly, if we denote by (xˆ, yˆ, e, A,B,Ar) = (xˆ, yˆ, e, Â) ∈ U−x,ε
(respect. Ux,ε) the coordinates of the (−xε)-chart (respect. xε-chart),
the blow-up map Φ is given in these coordinates by
Φ̂±xε =

x = ±xˆ
y = xˆp+1 yˆ
ε = xˆp+1 ep+1
ai = xˆ2p−i e2p−iAi,
bj = xˆp−j ep−jBj ,
(61)
and, for each ﬁxed xˆ = xˆ0 ≥ 0, the blowing-up restricted to the vari-
ables (ε, a, b,Ar) is the polynomial map
φxˆ0 : (e, Ai, Bj ,Ar) →

ε = xˆp+10 e
p+1,
ai = xˆ
2p−i
0 e
2p−iAi,
bj = xˆ
p−j
0 e
p−j Bj ,
Ar = Ar
(notice that φxˆ0 is a diﬀeomorphism outside the set {e = 0}).
Recall from Section 3 that, given any non-degenerate point x0 ∈ Γ
(x0 	= 0) and any open subset V ⊂ Uε,A ∩ {ε > 0}, we can consider an
initial condition function
i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0)
forX at x0. From Proposition 3.4 it follows that, given any point x1 	= x0
on Γ, such that
• If Bx0 > 0, x1 < x0,
• If Bx0 < 0, x1 > x0, and
• 0 	∈ Γx0,x1 .
There exists a unique dynamical center manifold
W (Γx0,x1) = graph{y = w(x, ε,A)}
deﬁned over Γx0,x1×OΓx0,x1 (whereOΓx0,x1 ⊂ V ), such that w(x0, ε,A)=
i(ε,A).
Let us prove that, under appropriate hypothesis, this center manifold
can be extended by blowing-up.
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Lemma 9.1. Suppose that B− := (−1)pB0 < 0 and that x0 < 0. Deﬁne
xˆ0 := −x0, and suppose that there exist open subsets Ve = (0, e0) and
VÂ = VA,B × VAr , where e > 0, VA,B ⊂ R3p has a compact closure and
VAr ⊂ (Rn−3p, 0), such that
Ve × VÂ ⊂ φ−1xˆ0 (V ),
and xˆ0 ∈ V −x (where V −x is the set deﬁned on Lemma 5.3). Then, the map
I(e, Â) :=
(
1
xˆp0
)
i ◦ φxˆ0(e, Â)
is an initial condition function for X at P−, on the domain Ve × VÂ.
Proof: It suﬃces to verify that that
I ∈ C∞ﬂat(Ve × VÂ, {e = 0}, Ŵ−,xˆ0)
where, we recall, Ŵ−,xˆ0 denotes the formal expansion of the center man-
ifold of the blowed-up vector ﬁeld X over P−.
Notice that, by the uniqueness of these formal series expansions (see
Lemmas 3.2 and 5.3), it is easy to see that Ŵ−,xˆ0 is precisely given by
the blowing-up of the formal series Ŵx0 , i.e.
Ŵ−,xˆ0(e, A,B) =
(
1
xˆp0
)
Ŵx0 ◦ φxˆ0(e, A,B).
Thus, the result follows easily from Proposition 2.9.
Remark 9.2. According to Proposition 5.6, this initial condition func-
tion I(e, Â) uniquely deﬁnes a center manifold W− at P− (on some ap-
propriate sub-domain). We shall say that such W− is an extension of
the center manifold W (Γx0,x1).
Reciprocally, let W− be a center manifold at P−, deﬁned by the graph
of a C∞ function
yˆ = w−(xˆ, e, Â),
with domain Nxˆ ×Ne × VÂ. If we ﬁx xˆ0 > 0 ∈ Nxˆ, and deﬁne
I(e, Â) = w−(xˆ0, e, Â),
we have the converse to the above lemma:
Lemma 9.3. On the above notation, the map
i(ε, a, b) := (xˆp0) I ◦ φ−1xˆ0 (ε, a, b)
is an initial condition function for X at x0 = −xˆ0, with domain of
deﬁnition V = φxˆ0(Ne × VÂ).
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Proof: The argument is exactly the same which we have used on the
proof of the previous lemma.
Remark 9.4. Notice that, contrary to Lemma 9.1, the above lemma
makes no hypothesis on the sign of B−.
Of course, we have analogous results for B+. Namely,
Lemma 9.5. (1) Suppose that B+ > 0 and that x0 > 0. Then, the
map
I(e, Â) :=
(
1
xp0
)
i ◦ φx0(e, Â)
is an initial condition function for X at P+. Its domain of deﬁn-
ition can be chosen to be any open subset Ve × VÂ ⊂ φ−1x0 (V ) with
compact closure.
(2) Conversely, let W+ = graph{yˆ = w+(xˆ, e, Â)} be a center mani-
fold at P+, with domain Nxˆ × Ne × VÂ, and choose an arbitrary
point xˆ0 > 0 ∈ Nxˆ. Then, if we let I(e, Â) := w+(xˆ0, e,A), the
function
i(ε, a, b) := (xˆp0)I ◦ φ−1xˆ0 (ε, a, b)
is an initial condition function for X at x0 = xˆ0, with domain of
deﬁnition V = φxˆ0(Ne × VÂ).
Let us denote by Γ<0,Γ>0 ⊂ Γ the open intervals on Γ deﬁned by
Γ<0 := {x ∈ Ux | x < 0} and Γ>0 := {x ∈ Ux | x > 0}.
Then, the above lemmas imply the following result:
Blow-up
Γ˜ 0 Γ
W (Γ˜)
P−
W−
Figure 14. For B− < 0, W (Γ˜) extends to a center
manifold at P−.
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Proposition 9.6. Suppose that B− < 0 (respect. B+ > 0), and let W (Γ˜)
be any center manifold with domain Γ˜×O, where
Γ˜ ⊂ Γ<0 (respect. Γ˜ ⊂ Γ>0)
is a compact connected subinterval and O ⊂ {(ε, Â) | ε > 0}. Then, for
any suﬃciently small positive constant xˆ0 = |x0| ∈ Ux, and any open
subset with compact closure Ve × VÂ = (0, ε0)× (VA,B × VAr ) such that
Ve × VÂ ⊂ φ−1xˆ0 (O),
there exists a smaller constant 0 < e1 < e0 such that W (Γ˜) uniquely
extends as a center manifold W− (respect. W+) at P− (respect. P+) with
domain of deﬁnition
Nxˆ ×Ne × VÂ,
where Ne := (0, e1) and Nxˆ := [0, xˆ0].
Proof: From Lemmas 9.1 and 9.5(1), we know that the function i(ε,A)
whose graph is given by
W (Γ˜) ∩ {x = x0}
is (after the pull-back by φxˆ0) an initial condition function for X at P−
(respect. P+). Thus, the result follows from Propositions 5.6 and 5.8.
For shortness, we shall use the (self-explaining) notations
W (Γ<0)
B−<0−→ W− and W (Γ>0) B+>0−→ W+(62)
to summarize the results of the above proposition.
Similarly, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 9.7. Let W− (respect. W+) be any center manifold at P−
(respect. P+), with domain Nxˆ × Ne × VÂ. Suppose that B− > 0 (re-
spect. B+ < 0). Then, for any positive constant xˆ0 > 0 ∈ Nxˆ, and any
compact subinterval
Γ˜ ⊂ Γ<0 (respect. Γ˜ ⊂ Γ>0),
there exists a neighborhood N ⊂ Uε × UA of {ε = A = 0} (depending
on Γ˜) such that W− (respect. W+) uniquely extends as a center mani-
fold W (Γ˜), over the domain Γ˜×O, where
O := φxˆ0(Ne × VÂ) ∩N.
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Proof: It suﬃces to consider Lemmas 9.3 and 9.5(2).
Notice that the hypothesis B− > 0 (respect. B+ > 0) implies that
Bx > 0 (respect. Bx < 0) for any x < 0 ∈ Ux (respect. x > 0 ∈ Ux).
Thus, we can apply Proposition 3.4 to conclude.
As in (62), we shall use the notation
W−
B−>0−→ W (Γ<0) and W+ B+<0−→ W (Γ>0)(63)
to refer to results of the above proposition.
10. Existence of canard surfaces
(with Transversality Hypothesis)
We are now ready to prove the main results of this paper. On the
following enunciates, letX be a singular perturbation family of transition
type, deﬁned on a domain (x, y, ε,A) ⊂ Ux × Uy × Uε × UA. Further,
suppose that
(a) x = 0 is the unique degenerate singularity on
Γ := {y = ε = A = 0},
with multiplicity µ(X) = p.
(b) X satisﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis at x = 0.
Thus, up to a diﬀeomorphism on the space of parameters, we can suppose
that
(ε,A) = (ε, a, b,Ar) ∈ Uε,A
are adapted parameters.
Below, we let V ⊂ {ε > 0} be an open subset in Uε × UA such that
there exist positive constants S,R > 0 for which
{0 < ε < S, ‖A‖ < R} ⊂ V.(64)
Also, we let Γ˜ be an arbitrary compact connected subset of Γ which
contains x = 0. Such Γ˜ can be expressed as a closed subinterval
Γ˜ = [x0, x1]
where x0, x1 ∈ Ux and x0 < 0 < x1.
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10.1. Canard regions on (s, s) and (u, u) transitions.
Our ﬁrst result is the following:
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that the degenerate point x = 0 is either in the
(s, s) or (u,u) case and that X veriﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis at
this point. Further, let i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵxinit) be an initial condition
for X at xinit, where xinit is chosen as follows:
• In the (s, s) case, xinit := x0;
• In the (u,u) case, xinit := x1.
Then, there exists an open semi-analytic set of the form
O
Γ˜
=

0 < ε < r
|Ar| < s
|ai|p+1 < ki|ε|2p−i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
|bj |p+1 < lj |ε|p−j , for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2p− 1
(65)
(deﬁned by strictly positive constants r, s, ki and lj), and a unique C∞
function
w : Γ˜×O
Γ˜
−→ R
(x, (ε,A)) −→ y = w(x, ε,A)
such that
(i) w(xinit, ε,A) = i(ε,A), for each (ε,A) ∈ OΓ˜;
(ii) W (Γ˜) := graph{y = w(x, ε,A)} is an invariant set for X;
(iii) w has a continuous extension to the closure of Γ˜ × O
Γ˜
, in such a
way that w(x, 0, 0) ≡ 0. Moreover, such extension is C∞ at each
point
(x, ε,A) ∈ Γ˜×O
Γ˜
such that x 	= 0 or ε 	= 0, and blow-up C∞ at {x = ε = 0}
(according to the deﬁnitions of Section 2).
Proof: Let us suppose that x = 0 is in the (s, s)-case. The proof on the
(u,u)-case is completely analogous by reversing the sense of the ﬂow.
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We construct the pair (O
Γ˜
, w) in three steps, which can be schemati-
cally represented as
(1) W (Γ<0)
B−<0−→ W−,
(2) W−
B+<0−→ W+, and
(3) W+
B+<0−→ W (Γ>0).
Let us describe each step in details.
Step (1): From Proposition 3.4 we know that, for each x′0 ∈ Ux with
x0 < x
′
0 < 0
there exists an open neighborhood N0 ⊂ Uε,A of {ε = A = 0} and a
unique C∞ function w0(x, ε,A) deﬁned on Γ0×O0, where Γ0 := [x0, x′0]
and O0 = V ∩N0, such that
(a) w0(x0, ε,A) = i(ε,A) for each (ε,A) ∈ O0;
(b) W (Γ0) := graph{y = w0(x0, ε,A)} is an invariant set;
(c) w0 ∈ C∞(Γ0 ×O0, {ε = 0}, Ŵ ).
By hypothesis (64), if we let xˆ′0 = |x′0|, the set
φ−1xˆ′0 (O0)
contains a neighborhood of {e = Â = 0} on the coordinates of the
(−xε)-chart. Therefore, since B− < 0, it follows from Proposition 9.6
that (for |x′0| suﬃciently small) the center manifold W (Γ0) uniquely
extends as a center manifold
W− = graph{yˆ = ŵ−(xˆ, e, Â)},
at P−, deﬁned on a domain of the form
Nxˆ ×Ne × VÂ, where Nxˆ = [0, xˆ′0], Ne = (0, e0)
and VÂ is an open neighborhood of {A = B = Ar = 0}.
Step (2): Since B+ < 0, it follows from Lemma 8.1 that, associated to
W−, there exists a unique matching center manifold at P+,
W+ = graph{yˆ = ŵ+(xˆ, εˆ, Â)}
deﬁned on a domain of the form
N ′xˆ ×N ′e × V ′Â, where N
′
xˆ = [0, xˆ
′
1], N
′
e = (0, e1)
and V ′Â ⊂ VÂ.
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Furthermore, if we let (x˜, y˜, ε˜, A,B,Ar) denotes the coordinates of
the ε¯-chart, the matching region O(W−,W+) contains an open neigh-
borhood of {ε˜ = A˜ = 0} in U
ε˜,A˜. Thus, one can choose strictly positive
constants r, s, ki and lj such that the set
Ω :=

0 < ε˜ < r,
|Ar| < s,
|Ai| < ki, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
|Bj | < lj , for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1
(66)
is strictly contained in O(W−,W+). Moreover, in the coordinates of the
ε¯-char, one can write
W− ≡W+ = graph{y˜ = w˜(x˜, ε˜, A˜)}
for some function w˜ ∈ C∞(R×O(W−,W+)).
Step (3): From Proposition 9.7, there exists a neighborhood N1 ⊂ Uε,A
of {ε = A = 0} and a unique C∞ function w1(x, ε,A) deﬁned on Γ1×O1,
where Γ1 := [x′1, x1] and
O1 = φxˆ′1(N ′e × V ′Â) ∩N1
such that W+ uniquely extends as a center manifold
W (Γ1) := graph{y = w1(x, ε,A)},
over the interval Γ1, for a function w1 veriﬁes the same properties (a),
(b) and (c) which are veriﬁed by w0.
Let us now consider the open set
O
Γ˜
:= ϕ(Ω)
where ϕ is the polynomial map on (60). Easy computations show that
O
Γ˜
is the semi-analytic set given on the enunciate. Moreover, if the
constants r, s in (66) are chosen suﬃciently small, it is clear that
O
Γ˜
⊂ O0 ∩ O1.
On such domain, we can consider the blowing-down of the functions ŵ,
w˜ and ŵ+. In terms of the coordinates (x, y, ε,A), such blowing-downs
are given, respectively, by
y = w−(x, ε,A) := |x|p · ŵ−(|x|, φ−1xˆ′0 (ε,A))
y = w˜(x, ε,A) := εp/(p+1) · w˜(xε1/(p+1), ϕ−1(ε,A))
y = w+(x, ε,A) := xp · ŵ+(x, φ−1xˆ′1 (ε,A)).
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Therefore, by construction, there exists a function w ∈ C∞(Γ˜ × O
Γ˜
)
which is deﬁned as
w(x, ε,A) := w0(x, ε,A), for x ∈ [x0, x′0]
w(x, ε,A) := w−(x, ε,A), for x ∈ [x′0, 0)
w(0, ε,A) := w˜(0, ε,A), for x = 0
w(x, ε,A) := w+(x, ε,A), for x ∈ (0, x′1]
w(x, ε,A) := w1(x, ε,A), for x ∈ [x′1, x1].
The graph of such function clearly deﬁnes an invariant set for X. More-
over, since O
Γ˜
is semi-analytic (and, in particular, subanalytic), Lem-
ma 2.8 easily implies the extension properties listed on item (iii) of the
enunciate. This proves the theorem.
Remark 10.2. In view of Remark 8.3, there exists a particular case where
the above theorem can be strengthened as follows: Suppose that
Q0 = 0
(where Q0 is the constant deﬁned on (12)). Then, the region OΓ˜ deﬁned
in (65) exists for an arbitrary large choice of positive constants ki, lj,
provided that we choose r, s > 0 suﬃciently small.
10.2. Canard regions on (u, s) transition.
Theorem 10.3. Suppose that the degenerate singularity at x = 0 is in
the (u, s) case, and that X veriﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis at this
point. Then, there exists an open semi-analytic set
O
Γ˜
=

0 < ε < r
|Ar| < s
|ai|p+1 < ki|ε|2p−i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
|bj |p+1 < lj |ε|p−j , for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2p− 1
(deﬁned by strictly positive constants r, s, ki and lj), and a unique C∞
function
w : Γ˜×O
Γ˜
−→ R
(x, (ε,A)) −→ y = w(x, ε,A)
such that
(i) w(0, ε,A) ≡ 0;
(ii) W (Γ˜) := graph{y = w(x, ε,A)} is an invariant set for X;
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(iii) w has a continuous extension to the closure of Γ˜ × O
Γ˜
, in such a
way that w(x, 0, 0) ≡ 0. Moreover, such extension is C∞ at each
point
(x, ε,A) ∈ Γ˜×O
Γ˜
such that x 	= 0 or ε 	= 0, and blow-up C∞ at {x = ε = 0}.
Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 10.1. Here,
instead of ﬁxing the initial condition function at some non-degenerate
point xinit 	= 0, we ﬁrstly construct local matching center manifolds W−
at P− and P+, respectively, and then extend these manifolds to the
regular segment Γ˜ \ {0}.
Thus, the construction of the pair (O
Γ˜
, w) is now made on the follow-
ing steps:
(1) W−
B+<0−→ W+,
(2) W−
B−>0−→ W (Γ<0),
(3) W+
B+<0−→ W (Γ>0).
Let us brieﬂy describe each step.
Step (1): First of all, consider the coordinates (x˜, y˜, ε˜, A˜) of the ε¯-chart
and an arbitrary C∞ function
y˜ = I˜(ε˜, A˜),
deﬁned on some open neighborhood U of {ε˜ = A˜ = 0}, such that
I(0, 0) = 0. Then, it follows from Lemma 8.2 that, possibly restrict-
ing U to some smaller neighborhood, the following holds: There exist
unique center manifolds W− at P− and W+ at P+, both deﬁned on a
domain of the form
N ′x ×N ′e × V ′Â, where N
′
x = [0, x
′
0], N
′
e = (0, ε
′
0]
and V ′Â is an open neighborhood of {Â = 0}, such that
• U ⊂ O− ∩ O+, and
• W− ∩ Σ = W+ ∩ Σ = graph{y = I(ε˜, Â)} where Σ = {x = 0}.
In other words, the matching region O(W+,W−) contains U .
In particular, if we consider the identically zero function I(ε˜, Â) ≡ 0,
there exist matching center manifolds W− and W+ such that
W− ∩ Σ = W+ ∩ Σ = {y = 0}
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for (ε˜, A˜) in some small neighborhood of {ε˜ = Â = 0}. Thus, we can
ﬁnd suﬃciently small strictly positive constants r, s, ki and lj such
that a set Ω, deﬁned like in (66), is strictly contained in the matching
region O(W−,W+).
Steps (2) and (3): Using Proposition 9.7, we can uniquely extend the
center manifold W− (respect. W+) as a center manifold over the inter-
val Γ0 = [x0, x′0] (respect. Γ1 = [x
′
1, x1]),
W0 := graph{y = w0(x, ε,A)}
(respect. W1 := graph{y = w1(x, ε,A)}), where (ε,A) belong to the
domain
O0 := N ∩ φxˆ′0(N ′e × V ′Â)
(respect. O1 := N ∩φxˆ′1(N ′e×V ′Â)), for some suﬃciently small neighbor-
hood N of {ε = A = 0}.
Now, if we deﬁne O
Γ˜
:= ϕ(Ω), it is clear that it has the form given
on the enunciate, and that
O
Γ˜
⊂ O0 ∩ O1
provided that we choose the constants r, s suﬃciently small. Therefore,
it suﬃces to construct the function w ∈ C∞(Γ˜ × O
Γ˜
) as we have done
on the proof of Theorem 10.1. It is easy to verify that it satisﬁes all the
required conditions.
Remark 10.4. This theorem can be strengthened in the special caseQ0 =
0 exactly as in Remark 10.2.
10.3. Canard regions on (s, u) transition.
Theorem 10.5. Suppose that the degenerate singularity at x = 0 is in
the (s,u) case, and that X veriﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis at this
point. Let
i0 ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0) and i1 ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx1)
be arbitrary initial condition for X at x0 and x1, respectively. Then,
there exists an open semi-analytic set
B =

0 < ε < r
|Ar| < s
|ai|p+1 < ki |ε|2p−i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
|bj |p+1 < lj |ε|p−j , for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
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(deﬁned by strictly positive constants r, s, ki, lj), a unique closed codi-
mension one submanifold
O
Γ˜
⊂ B
which can be deﬁned as the graph of a C∞ function αs on Bs := B ∩
{as = 0},
O
Γ˜
:= graph{as = αs(ε, a′, b,Ar)}
(where a′ = (a0, . . . , as−1, as+1, . . . , a2p−1)); and a C∞ function
w : Γ˜×O
Γ˜
−→ R
(x, (ε,A)) −→ y = w(x, ε,A)
such that
(i) w(x0, ε,A) = i0(ε,A), and w(x1, ε,A) = i1(ε,A), for each (ε,A) ∈
O
Γ˜
;
(ii) αs has a blow-up C∞ extension at {ε = 0};
(iii) W (Γ˜) := graph{y = w(x, ε,A)} is an invariant set for X;
(iv) w has a continuous extension to the closure of Γ˜ × O
Γ˜
, in such a
way that w(x, 0, 0) ≡ 0. Moreover, such extension is C∞ at each
point
(x, ε,A) ∈ Γ˜×O
Γ˜
such that x 	= 0 or ε 	= 0, and blow-up C∞ at {x = ε = 0}.
Proof: The deﬁnition of B, αs and w is made in two steps
(1) W (Γ<0)
B−<0−→ W−, and W (Γ>0) B+>0−→ W+,
(2) Compute O(W−,W+).
The step (1) has already been described on the proofs of Theorems 10.1
and 10.3.
Step (2): We have to compute the matching region O(W−,W+). By
Lemma 8.4, the intersectionO−∩O+ of the maximal domain of extension
of such manifolds contains an open neighborhood U of {ε˜ = A˜ = 0}.
Moreover, from Proposition 8.5 it follows that, for any even index 0 ≤
s ≤ 2p− 2, there exists some smaller neighborhood Us ⊂ U of the origin
and there exists a unique C∞ function
as : Us ∩ {As = 0} → R(67)
such that the matching region O(W−,W+), when restricted to Us, is the
graph of as.
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Thus, we can choose strictly positive constants r, s, ki and lj such that
the set Ω, deﬁned like in (66), is strictly contained in Us, and moreover,
graph{As = as|Ωs} ⊂ Ω
where we deﬁne Ωs := Ω ∩ {As = 0}.
Now, it suﬃces to deﬁne B := ϕ(Ω), O
Γ˜
:= ϕ(O(W−,W+) ∩ Ω), and
let αs : Bs → R to be the blowing-down of the function as, which is
given by
αs(ε, â, b,Ar) := ε
2p−s
p+1 · as ◦ φ−1(ε, â, b,Ar),(68)
(where ϕ is the map deﬁned on (60)).
If we construct the function w as in the end of proof of Theorem 10.1
it is clear that is satisﬁes all the enunciated properties.
a
b ε
O αs
βs
(u, u), (s, s) and
(u, s) Cases
(s, u) Case
O
Figure 15. The regions deﬁned on Theorems 10.1, 10.3
and 10.5.
Remark 10.6. Notice that, in the special case Q0 = 0 it follows from
Subsection 7.1 that the distance function δ(A,B) is a linear function on
the parameters A, deﬁned for all (A,B) ∈ R3p (see (50)). In particular,
the restriction of the function as(e, Â, B,Ar) in (67) to {e = Ar = 0} is
explicitly given by
as(0, Â, B, 0) = − 1
Cs
2p−1∑
i=0,i =s
CiAi.
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Thus, the above result can be strength exactly as in Remarks 10.2 and
10.4.
10.4. Smooth parameterization of the canard regions.
To work out the examples, it is also convenient to consider the natural
parameterization of the canard region O
Γ˜
which are provided by the
proofs of the previous theorems.
The (u, u), (s, s) and (u, s) cases. If we let Ω be the set deﬁned on
(66) and ϕ be deﬁned as in (60), the polynomial map
Ω  (ε˜, A,B,Ar) ϕ−→ (ε, a, b,Ar) ∈ OΓ˜
is an analytic injective parameterization of O
Γ˜
.
The (s, u) case. If we let Ωs := Ω ∩ {As = 0} and let as : Ωs → R be
the function in (67), the map
ϕ̂(ε˜, Â, B,Ar) := ϕ(ε˜, A,B,Ar)|As=a(ε˜,Â,B,Ar)
deﬁnes a C∞ injective parameterization of O
Γ˜
,
Ωs  (ε˜, Â, B,Ar) ϕ̂−→ (ε, a, b,Ar) ∈ OΓ˜.
11. The induction map and improved existence results
We are now interested in studying a singular perturbation family
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ F (x, y, ε,A) ∂
∂y
on the same conditions of the previous section, but which not necessarily
veriﬁes the Transversality Hypothesis at x = 0.
There exists a canonical way to deﬁne a larger family X, verifying the
Transversality Hypothesis, which induces X. To explicitly compute X it
suﬃces to write the expansion
F (x, y, ε,A) =
∞∑
i=0
Fi(x, ε,A) yi
where
F0(x, ε,A) =
2p−1∑
i=0
ai(ε,A)xi +O(x2p)(69)
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and
F1(x, ε,A) =
p−1∑
j=0
bj(ε,A)xj +O(xp).(70)
The new family X is now deﬁned as
X = ε
∂
∂x
+ F(x, y, ε, a, b,A) ∂
∂y
where the function F is obtained from F by considering
(a0, . . . , a2p−1) ∈ R2p and (b0, . . . , bp−1) ∈ Rp
as new free parameters. The induction map, which makes X a sub-family
of X, is given by
P : (R+, 0)× (Rn, 0) −→ (R+, 0)× (R3p, 0)× (Rn, 0)
(ε,A) −→ (ε, a, b,Ar) = (ε, a(ε,A), b(ε,A),A)(71)
with P (0, 0) = (0, 0, 0, 0).
Remark 11.1. Notice that the parameters A become the inessential pa-
rameters of the new family X. Below, we shall simply denote them
by Ar.
11.1. Restriction/Extension of initial condition functions.
Let x0 ∈ Γ be a non-degenerate point. Then, it follows from Lem-
ma 3.2 that (possibly restricting UAr to some smaller neighborhood of
the origin) there exists a unique formal center manifold for X at x0,
Ŵ (x0, ε,Ar) =
∞∑
i=0
wi(x0,Ar)εi,
where wi(x0, ·) ∈ Cω(UAr ) for all i ≥ 0.
Similarly, by restricting Ua,b,Ar to some smaller neighborhood of the
origin, there exists a unique formal center manifold for X at x0,
Ŵ(x0, ε,Ar) =
∞∑
i=0
wi(x0,Ar)εi,
where wi(x0, ·) ∈ Cω(Ua,b,Ar ) for all i ≥ 0. The following result estab-
lishes a connection between such expansions:
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Lemma 11.2. If we let (ε, a, b,Ar) = P (ε,Ar) be the induction map
deﬁned on (71), then
Ŵ (x0, ε,Ar) = Ŵ(x0, P (ε,Ar)).
In particular, if we re-expand the right hand side in powers of ε, we see
that each wi(x0,Ar) can be written as
wi(x0,Ar) = wi(x0, P (0,Ar)) + pi(wi−1, . . . ,w0)
for uniquely deﬁned analytic functions pi.
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness of the above
expansions.
It follows that an initial condition function I for X at x0 always re-
stricts to an initial condition i to X at x0.
Proposition 11.3. Let I(ε, a, b,Ar) ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0) be an ini-
tial condition function for X at x0. Then, supposing that V ′ := P−1(V )
is non-empty, the function
i(ε,Ar) := I ◦ P (ε,Ar)
belongs to C∞ﬂat(V
′, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0), and is an initial condition function
for X at x0.
Proof: It is an easy consequence of the previous lemma.
In the same way, if we let i be an initial condition function for X at
x0, it can be extended to an initial condition function I for X:
Proposition 11.4. Let i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0) be an initial condition
function for X at x0. Then, there exists a neighborhood Va,b of {a = b =
0} in R3p and an initial condition function
I ∈ C∞ﬂat(V × Va,b, {ε = 0}, Ŵx0)
such that i is the restriction of I (i.e. i = I ◦ P ).
Proof: Using Whitney’s Extension Theorem, we can choose a function
I˜ ∈ C∞ﬂat(Ua,b,Ar , {ε = 0}, Ŵx0).
Now, if we restrict I˜ to the domain Ua,b,Ar ∩ {(ε,Ar) ∈ V }, and deﬁne
I(ε, a, b,Ar) := I˜(ε, a, b,Ar)− I˜(P (ε,Ar)) + i(ε,Ar),
it is easy to see that I satisﬁes the requirements of the enunciate.
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11.2. Dropping the Transversality Hypothesis.
Let us state the following condition, which links the multiplici-
ty µ(X) = p at the degenerate point 0 ∈ Γ, and the asymptotic be-
havior of the induction map P (ε,Ar):
Asymptotic Hypothesis: The functions ai(ε,Ar) and bj(ε,Ar)
which appear on (69) and (70) are such that
ai(ε, 0) = o(ε
2p−i
p+1 ), for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1
bj(ε, 0) = o(ε
p−j
p+1 ), for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1,
where, as usual, g(x) = o(f(x)) means that limx→0 g/f = 0.
Using this hypothesis, we can generalize the theorems of the previous
section as follows:
Theorem 11.5. On the enunciates of Theorems 10.1 and 10.3, replace
the words Transversality Hypothesis by Asymptotic Hypothesis. Then,
there exists an open semi-analytic set
O
Γ˜
⊂ {ε > 0},
which contains {ε = Ar = 0} in its closure, and there exists a C∞
function w(x, ε,Ar) deﬁned on Γ˜ × OΓ˜ which veriﬁes exactly the same
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) on these enunciates.
Proof: Let us suppose that x = 0 is in the (s, s) case. The proof on the
other cases is very similar.
Suppose given an initial condition function i ∈ C∞ﬂat(V, {ε = 0}, W˜x0)
for X at x0. Using Proposition 11.4, we can extend it to an initial
condition
I ∈ C∞ﬂat(V × Ua,b, {ε = 0}, W˜x0)
for the family X at x0. Applying Theorem 10.1, we ﬁnd an open semi-
analytic set
O
Γ˜
⊂ Uε,a,b,Ar
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which has the form (65) (for some collection of strictly positive con-
stants r, s, ki and lj) and a unique C∞ function w(x, ε, a, b,Ar) in
Γ˜×O
Γ˜
which veriﬁes conditions (i)–(iii).
Now, from the expression (65), the Asymptotic Hypothesis necessarily
implies that
P−1(O
Γ˜
)
is a non-empty semi-analytic set which contains the origin in its adher-
ence (independently of the constants r, s, ki and lj). To prove this, it
suﬃces to consider the restriction of the induction map to the curve
cε := {Ar = 0, ε > 0}.
From the Asymptotic Hypothesis, it is clear that its image P (cε) should
be contained in O
Γ˜
for all suﬃciently small ε > 0.
Thus, it suﬃces to deﬁne
O
Γ˜
:= P−1(O
Γ˜
) and w(x, ε,Ar) := w(x, P (ε,Ar)).
This proves the theorem.
A
P
ε
O
graph(P )
Figure 16. The canard region for the family X.
In order to prove an analogous generalization of Theorem 10.5, we
need to make an stronger hypothesis concerning the induction map:
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Improved Transversality Hypothesis: Let us write Ar =
(A0, . . . ,An−1) and suppose that, up to a diﬀeomorphism
(ε,Ar) = (ε, γ(ε,Ar))
on the space of parameters (with γ(0, 0) = 0), the following con-
ditions hold:
(a) There exists an even index 0 ≤ s ≤ 2p− 2 such that
as(ε,Ar) = A0.
(b) If we consider the restriction of each ai(ε,Ar) and bj(ε,Ar)
to the set
(ε,A0, 0) = {A1 = · · · = An−1 = 0},
and make the substitution ε = tp+1, A0 = t2p−s, the follow-
ing asymptotic conditions hold:
ai(tp+1, t2p−s, 0) = o(t2p−i), for 0 ≤ i 	= s ≤ 2p− 1
bj(tp+1, t2p−s, 0) = o(tp−j), for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
Notice, in particular, that the Improved Transversality Hypothesis al-
ways implies the Asymptotic Hypothesis.
Lemma 11.6. Let us suppose that the induction map P :Uε,Ar→Uε,a,b,Ar
is such that the Improved Transversality Hypothesis holds. Then there
exists a polynomial map
ψ : R+ × Rn −→ R+ × Rn
which has the form
(ε˜, A˜r) −→

ε = ε˜p+1
A0 = ε˜2p−sA˜0
Ai = ε˜γiA˜i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
(72)
for some collection of natural numbers γ1, . . . , γn−1 ∈ N\{0}; such that,
if we let ϕ be the polynomial map deﬁned on (60), there exists a unique
analytic map
P˜ : Uε,Ar → Uε,A,B,Ar
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where Uε,Ar := ψ−1(Uε,Ar ) and Uε,A,B,Ar = ϕ−1(Uε,a,b,Ar ), such that
the diagram
Uε,A,B,Ar P˜−−−−→ Uε,Arψ ϕ
Uε,a,b,Ar
P−−−−→ Uε,Ar
is commutative.
Proof: Using the deﬁnition of ϕ and ψ, and writing
P˜ (ε˜, A˜r) = (ε˜, Ai(ε˜, A˜r), Bj(ε˜, A˜r),Ar(ε˜, A˜r))
one sees that the relation ϕ ◦ P˜ = P ◦ ψ is equivalent to the equations
ε˜2p−sAs(ε˜, A˜r) = ε˜2p−sA˜0
ε˜2p−iAi(ε˜, A˜r) = ai ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r),
ε˜p−j Bj(ε˜, A˜r) = bj ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r),
Ar(ε˜, A˜r) = ψ(ε˜, A˜r).
From the ﬁrst equation, one immediately obtains
As(ε˜, A˜r) = A˜0.
For the remaining equations, we can set
Ai(ε˜,Ar) := ai ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r)
ε˜2p−i
and Bj(ε˜,Ar) := bj ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r)
ε˜p−j
provided that one veriﬁes the following statement:
Claim. There exists a choice of weights γ1, . . . , γn−1 in (72) such that
the functions Ai and Bj deﬁned above are analytic.
Indeed, it follows from the Improved Transversality Hypothesis that,
if we write the expansion,
ai(ε,Ar) = f(ε,A0) +O(A1, . . . ,An−1)
(where O(A1, . . . ,An−1) denote terms which have some Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1, as a factor), then
ai ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r) = o(ε˜2p−i) +O(ε˜γ)
where γ := min{γ1, . . . , γn−1}. Similarly, we obtain that
bj ◦ ψ(ε˜, A˜r) = o(ε˜p−j) +O(ε˜γ).
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Thus, if γ is suﬃciently large, Ai and Bj are analytic functions. This
proves the claim and the lemma.
Remark 11.7. From the above proof, it follows that we can further as-
sume that P˜ has the form
P˜ (ε˜, A˜r) :

ε˜ = ε˜
As = A˜0
Ai = ε˜ fi(ε˜, A˜r), for 0 ≤ i 	= s ≤ 2p− 1
Bj = ε˜ gj(ε˜, A˜r), for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1
Ar = ε˜H(ε˜, A˜r)
for some analytic functions fi, gj and H.
As a consequence of this hypothesis, we can prove the following gen-
eralization of Theorem 10.5:
Theorem 11.8. On the enunciate of Theorem 10.5, replace the words
Transversality Hypothesis by Improved Transversality Hypothesis.
Then, there exists an open semi-analytic set B ⊂ {ε > 0}, a submanifold
O
Γ˜
⊂ B
which contains {ε=Ar=0} in its closure, and a C∞ function w(x, ε,Ar)
deﬁned on Γ˜×O
Γ˜
which veriﬁes exactly the same conditions (i)–(iv) on
the enunciate of that theorem.
Proof: Let i0 and i1 be arbitrary initial condition functions for X at x0
and x1. Then, considering their extensions (given by Proposition 11.4)
I0 ∈ C∞ﬂat(V × Ua,b, {ε = 0}, W˜x0) and
I1 ∈ C∞ﬂat(V × Ua,b, {ε = 0}, W˜x1)
as initial condition functions for X at x0 and x1, we can use Theorem 10.5
to deﬁne the sets B, the manifold
O
Γ˜
:= graph{as = αs(ε, a′, b,Ar)}
and the function w(x, y, ε, a, b,Ar).
Now, we shall use Lemma 11.6 in order to deﬁne B and O
Γ˜
. Keeping
the notation of that lemma, let as : Us → R be the function in (67),
which deﬁnes the matching region O(W−,W+), i.e.
O = graph{As = as(ε˜, Â, B,Ar)}.
Then, the set
S := {(ε˜, A˜r) | A˜0 = as ◦ P˜}
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deﬁnes the pull-back of the matching region under the map P˜ . From
Remark 11.7, we can prove the following statement:
Claim. There exists an open neighborhood V of {ε˜ = A˜r = 0} in R+ ×
R
n and a unique C∞ function
A˜0 = a0(ε˜, A˜1, . . . , A˜n−1)
deﬁned on V ∩ {A˜0 = 0}, with a0(0, 0) = 0, such that
S := graph{A˜0 = a0(ε˜, A˜1, . . . ,An−1)} on V.
Indeed, since as(0, 0) = 0 and P˜ (0, 0) = 0 (see Remark 11.7), we know
that the point (ε˜, A˜r) = (0, 0) is contained in S. Moreover,
∂
∂A0 (A˜0 − as ◦ P˜ )(0, 0) = 1.
Thus, it suﬃces to use the Implicit Function Theorem to deﬁne a0. This
proves the claim.
Since V is an open neighborhood of the origin, there exist some strictly
positive integers r, ki (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) such that the open (n+ 1)-cube,
B˜ := {0 < |ε| < r, |A˜i| < ki (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)}(73)
is such that V ∩ {A˜0 = 0} contains B˜0 := B˜ ∩ {A˜0 = 0} and
graph{a0|B˜0}
is strictly contained in B˜. Thus, to conclude, it suﬃces to deﬁne B :=
ψ(B˜),
O
Γ˜
:= graph{A0 = ε2p−sa0 ◦ ψ−1(ε,A1, . . . ,An−1)},(74)
and w(x, ε,Ar) := w(x, P (ε,Ar)). This proves the theorem.
Remark 11.9. Similarly to Subsection 10.4, the above proof provides a
natural C∞ parameterization for O
Γ˜
: If we let B˜ be the cube deﬁned on
(73), and deﬁne the map
ψ̂(ε˜,A1, . . . ,An−1) := ψ(ε˜,A0, . . . ,An−1)|A0=a0(ε˜,A˜1,... ,An−1)
with domain B˜0 := B˜ ∩ {A0 = 0}, then
B˜0  (ε˜,A1, . . . ,An−1) ψ̂−→ (ε,Ar) ∈ OΓ˜
deﬁnes a C∞ injective parameterization of O
Γ˜
.
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12. Some examples worked out
12.1. An example local study.
Let Xε,α be given by
Xε,α = ε
∂
∂x
+
[
αxs + xpy(1 +O(x)) +O(y2)
] ∂
∂y
,
where α ∈ (R, 0) is a one-dimensional control parameter, p ≥ 1 is odd
and 0 ≤ s ≤ 2p − 1 is an even index. Then, the local canard problem
has a positive answer.
Indeed, there exists a transversal family Xε,a,b,α which induces Xε,a,
with the induction map given by
P (ε, α) :

ai = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p− 1, i 	= s,
bj = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, and
as = α.
Notice that P clearly satisﬁes the Improved Transversality Hypothesis.
Let us consider a suﬃciently small interval Ux ⊂ R such that x = 0
is the unique degenerate singular point of Xε,α on
Γ = {y = ε = α = 0, x ∈ Ux},
and let us ﬁx arbitrary initial condition functions i0(ε, α) and i1(ε, α) at
points x0, x1 ∈ Ux, with x0 < 0 < x1.
Now, it suﬃces to apply Theorem 11.8. It follows that there exists an
open interval I = (0, ε0), a unique C∞ function
α = α(ε)
deﬁned on I, and an unique C∞ function w(x, ε) deﬁned on [x0, x1]× I
such that the surface
W = graph{y = w(x, ε)}
is an invariant surface for the vector ﬁeld Xε,α(ε), with the boundary
conditions
w(xk, ε, α(ε)) = ik(ε, α(ε)),
for k = 0, 1.
Using Remark 11.9, we can also consider the C∞ parameterization of
the canard region, which is given by
(R+, 0)  ρ → (ε, α) = (ρp+1,a(ρ)) ∈ (R+, 0)× (R, 0),
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for some uniquely deﬁned C∞ function a : (R+, 0) → (R, 0). Thus, the
surface
W = graph{y = w(x, ρp+1)}
is a canard surface for the restricted vector ﬁeld Xγρ = Xε(ρ),α(ρ), which
is given by
Xγρ := ρ
p+1 ∂
∂x
+
[
a(ρ)xs + xpy(1 +O(x)) +O(y2)
] ∂
∂y
.
x0
W−
α > 0
W+
α < 0
canar
d solu
tion
Figure 17. The control parameter α is a function of ε.
12.2. An example of global study.
Let us consider a global singular perturbation family on the cylin-
der E = S1 × R, given by
Xε,α = ε
∂
∂θ
+
(
α cos(θ) + r sin(θ) + r2H(r, θ, ε, α)
) ∂
∂r
where (θ, r) ∈ S1 × R, (ε, α) ∈ Uε × Uα (with Uε ∈ (R+, 0) and Uα ∈
(R, 0)) and H is an arbitrary analytic function.
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For the parameter values {ε = α = 0}, the set
Γ = {r = 0} ≈ S1
is a curve of singularities of Xε,α. Let us prove the following statement:
There exists a C∞ curve γ on the parameter space, having the form
γ : [0, δ) −→ R+ × R
ρ −→ (ε, α) = (ρ2, α(ρ)) where α(0) = 0,
such that, for each ρ 	= 0, the restricted family Xρ2,α(ρ) has a limit
cycle lρ, and
lρ −→ Γ as ρ→ 0
(for the Hausdorﬀ metric on compact sets).
Remark 12.1. In the Bifurcation Theory terminology, this implies the
cyclicity of Γ (in the family Xε,α) is strictly positive.
To prove such statement, it suﬃces to prove that the (global) canard
problem has a positive answer for such family.
Notice that all singularities on Γ \ {θ = 0, π} are non-degenerate, and
both degenerate points θ = 0 and θ = π have multiplicity p = 1. The
ﬁrst point θ = 0 is in the (s,u) case (i.e. presents an stable-unstable
transition), while θ = π is in the (u, s) case (i.e. an unstable-stable
transition).
Let us ﬁrstly study the point θ = π. Locally at this point, the fam-
ily X can be embedded into the local transversal family
Xπ = ε
∂
∂x
+
(
a0 + a1x+O(x2) + y(b0 − x+O(x2)) + y2H
) ∂
∂y
where x ∈ Ux ∈ (R, 0), y ∈ R and (a0, a1, b0) ∈ (R3, 0). From Theo-
rem 10.3, for each compact connected segment Γ˜ ⊂ Ux, such family has
a canard region of the form
O
Γ˜
=

0 < ε < r
|α| < s
|a0|2 < k0 |ε|2
|a1|2 < k1 |ε|
|b0|2 < l0 |ε|
for some strictly positive constants r, s, k0, k1, l0.
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To compute the induction map Pπ(ε, α) = (ε, a, b, α) (which realizes
X a sub-family of Xπ) it suﬃces to compute the Taylor expansion of
sin(θ) and cos(θ) at θ = π. This gives
Pπ : (ε, α) −→ (ε, a0, a1, b0, α) = (ε,−α, 0, 0, α).
This induction map clearly satisﬁes the Asymptotic Hypothesis (see Sub-
section 11.2), which implies that the pull-back of O
Γ˜
under Pπ is a non-
empty semi-analytic set. Explicitly, it is given by
O
Γ˜,π
:= P−1π (OΓ˜) =
{
0 < ε < R
|α|2 < k0 |ε|2
(where R = min{r, s}).
Thus, there exists a C∞ function w(θ, ε, α) deﬁned on the region Γ˜×
O
Γ˜,π
such that
W = graph{r = w(θ, ε, α)}
deﬁnes an invariant surface for Xε,α over Γ˜. Let us denote by θ0, θ1 ∈ S1
the two endpoints of Γ˜, where
θ0 ∈ (−π, 0) and θ1 ∈ (0, π).
If we deﬁne Ik(ε, α) := w(θk, ε, α) (k = 0, 1), it follows from Whitney
Extension Theorem that such functions can be extended to all (ε, α) ∈
Uε×Uα. That is, there exist C∞ functions i0(ε, α), i1(ε, α) in C∞(Uε×
Uα) such that
i0|O
Γ˜,π
= I0 and i1|O
Γ˜,π
= I1.
Moreover, using a similar argument to the one used in the proof of
Lemma 11.4, we can prove that i0 and i1 can be chosen as initial con-
dition functions for X, at x0 and x1 respectively (because the sets U =
O
Γ˜,π
and V = {ε = 0} are regularly situated).
Let us now pass to the point θ = 0. At this point, the family X can
be locally embedded into the transversal family
X0 = ε
∂
∂x
+
(
a0 + a1x+O(x2) + y(b0 + x+O(x2)) + y2H
) ∂
∂y
.
The induction map is given by
P0 : (ε, α) −→ (ε, a0, a1, b0, α0) = (ε, α, 0, 0, α),
and it clearly satisﬁes the Improved Transversality Hypothesis.
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Therefore, we can apply Theorem 11.8 using the above functions i0
and i1 above as initial condition functions. It follows that there exists
an open interval B0 = (0, ε0) and a unique C∞ function a(ε) deﬁned on
B0 such that the canard region at θ = 0 is given by
O0 = graph{α = a(ε)}.
To conclude, we have to prove (possibly taking restrictions to some
smaller neighborhood of {ε = 0}), that the condition
O0 ⊂ OΓ˜,π(75)
is veriﬁed. Indeed, such condition proves the existence of a global invari-
ant surface W = {r = w(θ, ε, α)}, with domain S1 ×O0.
To prove (75), it is easier to consider the parameterization of O0 which
is given by the blowing-up ψ. From Remark 11.9, we can write O0 as
the image of a C∞ curve
(0, δ)  ρ γ−→ (ρ2, α(ρ)) ∈ Ux × Uα
where α(ρ) has the form
α(ρ) = ρ2a0(ρ)
(see (74)), for some C∞ function a0(ρ) with a0(0) = 0. Thus, it follows
that α(ρ) = O(ρ3) and the curve γ(ρ) is clearly contained in the canard
region Oπ for all ρ > 0 suﬃciently small. This proves (75).
13. Appendix on normal forms
13.1. Normal form near semi-hyperbolic singularities.
First of all, we state the following special case of a result from [B]
(the enunciate below is taken from [Du-R]).
Theorem 13.1. Let X(x, y, z,A) be a C∞ vector ﬁeld on R3 × Rn
(where A = (a0, . . . , an−1)), having the following properties:
(i) X has the functions gi = ai (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1) and F (x, z) = xpzq
(where p, q ∈ N \ {0} are relatively prime) as ﬁrst integrals;
(ii) DX0 has exactly one non-zero eigenvalue, and the related eigen-
space is given by {x = z = A = 0}.
Let W be a Ck center manifold of X at 0, for some k ≥ 1. Then, there
exists a local Ck change of coordinates ψ of the form
ψ : (x, y, z,A) −→ (φ1(x, y, z,A), φ2(x, y, z,A), φ3(x, y, z,A),A)
with
F (φ1(x, y, z,A), φ2(x, y, z,A)) = F (x, z) and φ(W ) = {y = 0},
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and a strictly positive Ck function f(x, y, z,A) such that
[f · φ∗X](x, y, z,A) = ±y ∂
∂y
+ Y (x, z,A)(76)
with Y being a vector ﬁeld of class Ck, such that Y (gi) = Y (F ) = 0.
If the above equality holds, we shall say that the germ of X at the
origin in Ck-equivalent to the expression on the right hand side of (76).
The following results are immediate consequences of this theorem.
Below, given a real number λ 	= 0, we shall denote by
sgn(λ) :=
λ
|λ| ∈ {−1, 1}
its corresponding sign.
Corollary 13.2. Let Xε,a be a germ of singular perturbation of transi-
tion type, and let x ∈ Γ be a non-degenerate point (i.e. a semi-hyperbolic
singularity of X0,0). Then, the germ of Xε,a at p is Ck-equivalent to
Y = ε
∂
∂x
+ s · y ∂
∂y
where s = sgn(Bx) (Bx being the non-zero eigenvalue of DX0,0 at x).
Proof: We refer the reader to [Du-R, Proposition 4].
Let us now suppose that x ∈ Γ is a degenerate point of Xε,a and that
the Transversality Hypothesis holds at x. Then we can also ﬁnd normal
forms for the points which are contained in the semi-hyperbolic set P−
and P+ (see (31)).
Corollary 13.3. Let p− ∈ P− be an arbitrary normal hyperbolic singu-
larity. Then, the germ of X at p− is Ck-equivalent to
Y− = (s−) · y ∂
∂y
+ ep+1f(x, y, e,A)
(
−x ∂
∂x
+ e
∂
∂e
)
for s− := sgn(B−) and some strictly positive Ck function f . Similarly,
the germ of X at an arbitrary point p+ ∈ P+ is Ck-equivalent to
Y+ = (s+) · y ∂
∂y
+ ep+1f(x, y, e,A)
(
x
∂
∂x
− e ∂
∂e
)
for some strictly positive Ck function f and s+ := sgn(B+).
Proof: The proof is obtained by easy modiﬁcations on the proof of
[Du-R, Proposition 5].
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